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SUMMARY OF THE SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
UNDER THE CONTRACT

A. By means of various methods n study was made

of the way and the degree to which some

forty foreign families experienced and evalua-

ted their new environment. Each foreign family

was interviewed four times during the first three

years of its stay in the Netherlands, namely

3, 1,2 and 3 years after the dotu of arrival.

B. The result of this investigation demonstrated,

with a higher or lesser degree of certainty,

the following:

1. The foreigners spontaneously r9ise 10 differ-

ent themes in an interview. These themes admit

of arrangement into 4 wider categories, vizi

-'Freedom to do and leave undone';

-'Integration in a sociil communicative pattern';

-'Vegetal-hedonistic facets of the environment';

-'Panoramic facets of the environment'.

2. The durabilitv of the categories corresponds

with the crder given above. (see 1).

3. Distinction should be made between habituation,

assimilation and acculturation. These concepts

can be defined operationally.

4. A tremndous change occurs in the foreigner

within the first year of his stay, especially

in the sphere of habituation. Later, the changes

in the pattern of expesrierce come about more

gradually nnd more towards the spheres of as-

similation and acculturation respectively.

5. With regard to a number of corresponding

environmental facetst

(a) 'there' is evaluated predominantly

higher than 'here';

(b) a tendency exists towards making prog-

ressively higher evaluations of 'there'
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and lower evaluations of 'here'

in the course of the first three years;

(c) a tendency exists towards a more lim-

ited distribution in the evaluation of

a facet there than horo;

(d) evaluation of milieu fncets is less

discrim inative with respect to 'there'

than with respect to 'hure'.

C. The results of this investigation made it

possible to distinguish various indicators

for the modality of the process of adapta-

tion, vizi

(n) the proportion gradient of the themes;

(b) changes in the evaluation level of en-

vironmental facets;

(c) incresse in the percentage of families

that said they did not feel at home in

the new environment;

(d) social communicative indicatorss

(e) expressional indicators;

(f) engagement indicators.

0. The investigation allowed only of thR formul-

ation of suppositions about the factors which

promoted or which hampered adaptation to a

new environment. These fnctors are:

(a) the individual personality;

(b) the basic personality;

(c) the ,hility to speak the same/different

language.

(d) the necessity of carrying on one's own

and one's family's existence;

(a) the membership in a group of people with

corresponding leanings and interests;

(f) the possession or not of one's family;

(g) the feeling of being 'somebody';

(h) having a Job;
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(i) the level at which the refuges be-

lieves the autechthon judges him;

(j) the level at which the rafugeo evaluates the

nutochthon; and vice versa.

(k) the dwelling together of people who had

suffered the same fnte;

(1) the possession of childrun;

(m) the achievement of a better standard of

living;

(n) the possibility of prectising hobbies.

E. The results of the investigation parmitted

the formulation of seven criteria of adapts-

tion.
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II THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS FOR POSSIBLE
FUTURE WORK

The significance of this investigation for

future investigationsof the some stamp would

seem to lie in the possibility that it may

lead to operationalisation, both of the

factors which influence the advancement or

hindrance of adnptotion as well as of the criteria

of adaptation. In such a way, measurement and

factor-analytical ordering of these variables

could lead to the prediction ond guidance of

the process of adaptation by foreigners to a

new milieu.
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III SUMMARY OF PERSONNEL UTILIZED AND NUMBER
OF mAN-HOURS EXPENDED

Projoct lender 600 mon-hours

Chief invostigntor 4200 "

Stntisticiin 150 "

Secrotory 1200 "

Tronsltors 850

Technici3n 100 "

Total t 7100 man-hours
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IV CHANGES IN RESEARCH POLICIES BY THE
CONTRACTOR

a) As mentioned in the Annual Report ATR,

no.1, march 1959, our investigation initial-

ly comprised twp separate partst port 1

referred to the process of assimilation of

unmarried Italians, who were employed as

miners in the Dutch National Coalminas;

part 2 referred to the process of adap-

tation by Indo-European families who were

expelled from their native country and

who settled in the Netherlands.

Owing to a crisis the cool industry,

it become impossible to continue part I

of our investigation.

b) Another change concerned the duration of

the total investigation period. The time-

intervals between the successive four

phe would have become too short to

obtain a good insight in the process of

adaptation, had we been obliged to deliver

the Final Report before January 30th, 1960.

Both these changes - a and b - in the policy

of the Contractor led to the Supplement

Agreement dated December 29th 1959.

c) A third an last change concerned the date

of submission of the Final Technical Report.

This change is stated in the Supplement

Agreement dated May 23rd, 1960.



V EXPENSES FOR MATERIALS AND IMPORTANT PROPERTY,
ACQUIRED DURING THE CONTRACT PERIOD AT DIRECT
CONTRACT EXPENSE

The expenmss incurred for materials

- 2 rating scales, printing, files, stencils,

stencil paper, typing paper, photographic

materials -

totalled about $ 500.

In order to visit families who lived

scattered throughout the country, a second-

hand motor-car (Ford Anglia) was pur-

chaseds in it about 45,000 km. were

covered for this project's purposes.

The cost of this motor-car was $ 1185.
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1. OESIGN OF THE INVESTIGATION,

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATION.

In this investigation it was intended to find the

answers to a number of questions, the three most

important of which may be formulated as follows.

What characteristics are revealed in the process

of adaptation by the group of refugees, with whom

we are concerned in this study, to the new circum-

stances particular to their case, when - at suc-

cessive intervals during the refugees stay in the

new fatherland - we record the way in which they

experience and evaluate these circumstances?

Which are the factors, either contributing to or

hindering the adaptation to a new environment,

that appear out nf this study?

What value may be attached to the procedure and

methods used in this study, in view of further

research on processes of adaptation by refugees

to their new environment?

The way in which these problems have been for-

mulated may make it clear that the aim of.this

investigation was not to test the validity of

preconceived hypotheses. The reason for this is

that, with regard to the factors determining the

nature, course and length of time of this pro-

case of adaptation by foreigners, we know prac-

tically nothing with sufficient accuracy. Up

to the present, hardly any insight has been gained

into the very nature and course of such a pro-

cess considered as a complex of psychological

phenomenav This study, therefor, will have to

be conducted on a descriptive level, Those fec-

tore which eventually appear to have determined

the prooces in its nature end coutes W W which

4 will be mentioned in tha l*0t chapter may only



be regarded as presumptions arising out of closo 2

observation of the examined subjects' experiences

and evaluation.,

For the reaaon stated above we have refrained from

making any attempts at formulating definitions before-

hand of concepts such ass becoming accustomed, con-

formed, adapted, assimilated and acculturized.

Where such a complicated process as adaptation to

a new habitat is concerned, a more precise defini-

tion of concepts would seem to be justified only

after close examination and observation of the

phenomena involved.

j



1.2 METHODS OF INVESTIGATION. 3

Noting the methods employed, distinction should be

made betweent

- methods for the collection of date

a) Phase method;

b) Systematic interview;

c) Spontaneous themes method;

d) method of "there-here" comparison

- Methods of data analysis

a) Proportion method;

b) Evaluation method;

1.2.1 methods for the collection of data

a. Phase method.

As our aim was to trace the refugees' process of adap-

tation to new surroundings in the course of its develop-

ment, the most obvious approach seemed to us a close

observation of one and the same group of families over

a set period, In practice, this consisted in a series

of four interviewespread over a period of three years

with each of the families concerned. These four inter-

views took place, +, 1, 2 and 3 years respectively

after the date of arrival of such a family in the

Netherlands, These time-intervals will henceforth be

referred to as the phases of the investigation.

The decision to settle on this total period of time

in which the investigation would be conductedas well

as the division of that period into four parts and

the duration of each part were more or lees arbitrary.

That the total period had to be limited to about three

years did not seem too great a disadvantage, since

other investigators' experiences in this respect

seemed to justify our presumption, that two yeor*

after his arrival, a refuges has already overcome

some of the chief difficulties of adaptation, The

"divipion into four period* so Well 4o the sIth

of a•oh period had to remain arbitrary, ltrne it
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was not known at which point in the process of adapt*-

tion of the given grozup refugees the most striking

features were tn appear, when seen from a psychIalo-

gicel point of view.

Three or fewer divisions of the entire length of the

period seemed to us to offer too little opportunity

for collecting a sufficient amount of data, which

might present us with a sufficiently varied view of

the course of developments five or more would probably

lay demands too heavy upon the time and interest of

thmse interviewed and would also increasethe chances

of their remembering what they had said during a

previous interviewer's round of questions, as the

same topics were brought up in each of the four

phases..

The disadvantages attaching to this phase method in

studying adaptation as a psychological phenomenon

will not be discussed.

Diagram I shows the distribution of interviews

with time.

( Diagram 1)

b. SjattTnatic interview

The method used to collect date in the four phases

of investigaticn lay in conversation arising out of

a series of questions that had been previously decided

on and formulated. This series of questions was selected

from a more comprehensive list on grounds of their

mesningfulness,.aa ascertained in a preliminary in-

vestigation on a smell group of refugees...•If it ap-'

pagred that a question did not most with any reaction$

en improved formutltion wee sought aft.:.+.If th*

quoation still failed to evoke respwrm., that U,.
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if we had the impression that the person inter-

viewed had no frame of reference, nor was likely

to acquire one in which this question would be meaning-

ful, it was discareed.

All the questions formulated were non-suggestive.

They were suggestive only in so far as they helped

to focus the attention of the refugee on a certain

aspect of the milieu in which he found himself. The

relevant reactions of the refugees were registered by the

interviewer on the spot, so as to prevent any dis-

tortion of the original by a later notation. The

presumed di ficulty that such a procedure might impede

the natural flow of conversation did not, in fact,

prove to be justified.

Some 'pruning' of the raw material had to take place

since not all, but only the relevant reactions were

recorded by the interviewer. However, we may assume

that this selective 'pruning' occured in practical-

ly the same way in all the conversations, seeing the

data for this investigation were collected by the

same interviewer.

In each of the four phases - apart from a few e9txp-

tions - the same questions were advanced. The most

natural sequence of questions adhered to was found

frcm the results of the preliminary investigation.

If, however, the trend of conversation deviated from

the set sequence of questions, through the initiative

of the interviewed person, the interviewer made no

attempt to restrain him, unless such a restraint

could be exercised without any risk of reducing

the quality of the reactions or disturbing the inter-

viewed person, Thus, with reference to the order in

which the questions were brought up, the inter-

view cannot be called systematic. The interview

generally lasted 2J to 3 hours.

Ar •



c*.,SE2ý!~2!2ýthemes method.6

We thought we should find our best chances of succoss

in making an adequate description of the way in which

the refugee experienced his new life if we had at

our disposal as a basis those subjects, which, at

a specific time, possessed outstanding significance

in his awareness. Proceeding in a preliminary in-

vestigation from the simple assumption that'what the

heart thinks, the mouth speaks', we looked for

those topics of conversation which would unlock

these feelings.

Three topics of conversation proved to be admirably

suitable for this purpose, viz., "What has struck you

most in the Netherlands?" "What do you feel most

deprived of here?" and "What worries you most at

present?"

The subjects arising from these topics of conversation

wiLbe referred to as 'spontaneous themes'. Their

subject matter and number underwerut no change during

the four phases of the investigation, as it proved.

Only the proportions in which the themes were related

by the refugees changed as time went on. Fortunately

for us, we were thus able to use the spontaneous

themes with their repective proportion changes as

a canvas on which to weave the record of the in-

vestigation.

d. method ofi 'there-here' comparison.

The chief aim of our investigation was to describe the

process of adaptation of the refugee to new ways of

life, in terms of how he experienced and evaluated

these. Our attention therefore was directed princi-

pally to those facets of the new environment, which by

conflicting witb corresponding facets of the en-

vironment pinris country of origin had gained a

marked sionificance in the refuqeds awareness.
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In order to arrive at these facets ample discussion

was held in the preliminary investigation with ten

refugee families and seven of their 'patrons'.

These were Dutch persons, who had lived and worked

in Indonesia for many years, who were familiar with

the atmosphere and style of living of the Indonesian

Dutch considered in our investigation and who,

being themselves exiled from the Indonesian commun-

ity, had taken upon themselves the task of seeing to

the wellbeing and the adaptation ,f those Indonesian

Dutch in the Netherlands.

Each subject of the preliminary investigation seemed

spontaneously to compare his former way of life with

the present. This behaviour led us to formulate

interview questions related to all thcse facets of

the milieu advanced by most of the subjects in the

preliminary investigation in such a way as to invite

the comparison, of 'formerly' with 'now' and 'there'

with 'here' for each single facet. An example may

clarify this:

Hospitality

"if you knew someone in Indonesia well, could you
just drop in ano stay a while? Is it like that here,
or not?"-!

"Which do you find more agreeable, the way they behave
there or the way they behave here?".

It appeared that for a number if aspects, the ex-

perienced difference between there and here could be

expressed quantitavely. For this purpose the subjects

were asked to indicate on a rating scale equipped with

two adjustable pointers the degree of favourable or

unfavourable feeling he had towards a certain facet

there and the same facet here. In this way the evalua-

tions of the refugee could be expressed in measur-

able terms. For questions which did not allow such a

there-here comparison but which did present a.,facet

which could bR evaluated higher or lower, the rating

scale, illustrated below, was used also.



1.2.2 Methods oC.dgts analyvis

a. ProE2otion method.

In practice, this method resolved itself simply into

working out the percentage of families that reacted

with a certain answer to each question. Since the same

questions were brought up in all four phases of the

investigation, it was possible to record changes in

the refugees' attitudes during the first three years

of their living and working in their new homeland, by

noting the frequency of a certain reaction met with

in the four successive phases.

This method too entertains several objections. The

absolute value of a proportion, for instance, is in-

fluenced by what the interviewer sees in 's certain

answer'; for the refugees did not react to a question

with a single, unambiguiow word, but with words,

sentences and expressions which permit various inter-

pretations. An example to illustrate thiss

The reaction to the question, "What do you miss hers
most of all?" was answered by a family, all in one
breath, "Freedom"; "the countryside, the sunshine and
the climate"; "my family"; "everything".

Similar reactions were the order of the day, so that

at the end of a meeting, the interviewer himself had

to sort out his material and class it into categories,

without having clear cut criteria at his disposal. There-

fore it was not always possible to distinguish diversity

of 'objects' classed in one category. This fact natural-

ly influenced both the absolute value of a calculated

category proportion and the changes in the value of

that category proportion for the successive phases

of the investigation. An increase in the diversity

of 'objects' grouped in one category is, after all

-attended by an increase of the proportional value

of the said category and with the decrease in the

changes of proportions during the successive phases.

This weakness in the proportional data of the In-

vestigstion could have been avoided by giving the re-

fugee. unambiguously formulated questions with pro-
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coded answers. Such a procedure seemed, however, un-

desirable in the present stage of investigation into

the adaptation process of foreigners and, taking this

into account, for the purpose of our investigation.

Withý-respect to the problem we are considering, a

questionnaire presupposes inter alim,
1) that one knows the type of answer that can be given

to his or that question;

2) that the recorded reactions give an squally valu-

able or even better picture of the underlying in-

tention than the answers given to questions in a

conversation;

3) that by means of a questionnaire the same, or

more ready willingness to co-operate and be

frank is obtained than by means of ordinary

conversation.

4) that one already has a nuanced mental picture

of the determinants of adaptation.

Comparative studies with regard to the above have,

however, led us to believe that such presumptions are

unjustified. Herein lies the reason why we, considering

the theme of our investigation, decided to sacr~'ice

strictness of method to the richness in meaning of

the observable phenomena. Once the necessary descriptive

work has been carried out, stricter methods for both the

collection and analysis of data come up for consideration

in order to test the validity of precisely formulated

hypotheseswhich concern the interrelations of these data.

In analysing the collected data, the proportion

value and the changes in the proportion value of

the answer categories have served as indices for the

relative significance of environmental facets in the

world of experience nnd evaluation of the refugee, at

various points of time during his life in his second

homeland.

b, Evaluation method

When discussing the method of 'there-here' comparison

we indicated how the evaluation of refugees could be
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coded answers. Such a procedure seemed, however, un-
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In analysing the collected data, the proportion
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the answer categories have served as indices for the

relative significance of environmental facets in the

world of experience nnd evaluation of the refugee, at

various points of time during his life in his second

homeland.

b, Evaluation meth~d

When discussing the method of 'there-here' comparison

we indicated how the evaluation of refugees could be
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expressecd in measurable terms with the aid of a rating

scale. On the basis of thus fixed indicesof evaluations

made by the refugees, changes in the evaluation of cer-

tain environmentalaspects during the first three years

of the refugees' stay in the Nntherlands, could be

measured.
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1.3 COMPOSITION OF THE INTERVIEWED GROUP OF REFUGEES

The central institution which took the responsibility

for registration, accommodation and guidance of the

refugees provided the names and addresses of refugee

families who fulfilled the following requirements:

- family with 2, 3 or 4 children;

- husband, wife and children born and bred in Indonesia;

- in the Netherlands for the first time in their lives;

- residing in the Netherlands for 2 months or less as yet;

- age of the husband and wife between 25 and 40 years;

- husband belonging to the group of lower technicians or

lower administrative personnel;

- living in contracted boarding house* in A. or N. or in

the vicinity of these towns.

Thus 40 families became available for this investi-

gation. It is appropriate at this point to present in

succession:

- employment carried on by the patres

families in Indonesia (table 1);

- the age distribution of those patres in Phase I of the

investigation (diagram 2);

- the distribution of the number of children per family

in Phase I (diagram 3);

- the oge distribution of children in Phase I (diagram 4);

- the months of the year 1958 in which the families

disembarked in the Netherlands (diagram 5).

Diagrams 2, 3, 4 and 5 )
!-

the contrac-ted boarding house, hereafter referred to as
boarding house was contracted by the government for the
accommodation of refugees.



Table I

Employment carried on by patree familiaes in Indonesia

(according to their own accounts).

Lower technical

19 Mechanic (car-, electro-) (15);

tochnican (2); metal worker (1);

chemist (1)

Lower administrative

12 Office-clerk - administrative em-

ployee (5);

business employee (4);

bookkeeper (3).

Lower management

5 Superintendent af a warehouse,

works manager or shop supervisor.

miscellaneous

Signalman; bailiff; administrator

in a coconut business; owner of

small firm (awn±ngs manufacture)

Diagram 2

"II 3

"I 4

"H 5
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OF THE REFUGEES.

The.immigrant families, considered in this study of

edaptuticn , belonged to the population of Indonesia

before leaving for the Netherlands. That population is

composed of exceptionally heterogeneous elements, which

can be divided into four broad categories:

a. Autochthons - Javanese, madurese, Sumatrans, amongst

others.

b. Asiatic foreigners - Chinese, Siamese, Japanese,

amongst others.

c. European foreigners - including the colonisers of

Indonesia: the Dutch, Germans, Arabs, etc..

d. Mixtures, derived from all combinations of a, b, c

and d.

The members of all the families in our investigation

were born and bred in Indonesia and had never seen

the Netherlands before 1958. They acquired Dutch

nationality on the ground that one of the ancestors

of the 'pater familias' had been a Dutchman from Holand.Their

Dutch nationality, acquired in this way, caused

them to be exiled with wife and children in 1958 out

of Indonesia and subsequently to arrive in the Netherlands.

A distinguishing characteristic of this group of

so-called Indonesian-Dutch is that their up-

bringing was in the Dutch language and style of

living and that the are more Dutch than one would

expect a Dutchman to be.

The Dutch community in Indonesia, to which our families

belonged, portrayed a social economic structure in

which we can distinguish five groups*.

/
* The following passages are, except for minor alter-

ati3ns, taken froms

De reoatriering uit Indonasil. Eon onderzoek near
do integratie van de gapatrivirden uit Indonesia in
do Nodarlandee samenleving. Don Hasgt Ministerie
von Mstetchappelijk Work, 1957, pp. 59-63.
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A. Dutchmen, who had gone temporarily to Indonesia and

who were well aware of the temporariness of their

stay. They made little attempt to• ept themselves

to the Indonesian social surroundings; they rather

took care not to become 'Indianized' and sought

their social contacts mainly in their own circle.

This exclusive group carefully guarded against pene-

tration by outsiders, especially by those not of the

same race. The 'white' swimming bath and the 'white'

clubs as well as the monopolization of the highest

functions in private concerns and of technical

specialist functions reflected the mentality

of this group.

This group of so-called Itctoks' or true-born Eu-

ropeans, was small but very influential in the

community of colonizers.

B. A second group of Dutch, partly of mixed racial

descent, came into contact in a variety of ways

with the Indonesian community through their jobs.
Most of them occupied functions in the government

and especially in the services. Dispersed as they

were throughout the archipelago, local possibili-

ties and circumstances strongly influenced their patterns

of behaviour. They displayed a great interest in

Indonesian culture and art forms, but there remained, in gen-

eral a considerable aloofness towards the In-

donesian pcpulation. The physical evidence of

their Asiatic blood was in many cases only slight

since racial intermarriage had taken place in

past generatians.

C. A third, small group, with a limited influence in

the community of colonizers comprised persons of

lesser social status sent out by the Dutch Govern-

ment; principally military men. These have been

responsible, especially in the past, for the

existence of Europeans of mixed blood.



D. One of the larger groupes of prim- 15

ery importance within the European community in Indo-

nesia was composed of people of mixed racial origins. It

was characteristic of this group that, but for a few

e>ceptions, all had permanently lived in Indonesia, where

they were born and bred. Their upbringing and, more es-

pecially, their education had been modelled on the Dutch

cultural pattern. They had occupied the middle classes.

Racial backgrounds were extremely varied and included all

the peoples of the Indonesian Archipelago, as well as a

great number of European nations, Chinese, Arabs, Africans

and Creoles from Dutch Guyana. Physical racial charac-

teristics show a wide diversity. These differences, how-

ever, were largely subordinated to a common cultural pattern,

which, even if adapted to Indonesian circumstances, re-

vealed a Dutch substratum. Although many had never visited

the Netherlands, in ambition and in awareness they were

culturally Dutch.

E. Finally, we should mention the group that occupied the

lowest rung in the social scale of the colonists' com-

munity. These were regarded by those at the top as

living very close to the mass of the Indonesian po-

pulation.

The families of our investigation for the main part be-

long to category D. Only a minority can be classified

under category E. Because both their material liveli-

hood and even their lives were under threat, they saw

no other way out than to flee Indonesia., As part of a

fourth and last wave of refugees from Indonesia, who

have settled in the Netherlands since 1945, our 40

families disembarked from March to August inclusive,

in the year 1958.



2. RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION 16

2.1 SUBJECTS TALKED ABDUT, HOW OFTEN AND IN WHAT WAY

In ceder to obtain a substantial and reliable foundation

for an adequate description of the circumstances of the

refugees in the successive phases of the investigation,

we thought it important that the following three-fold

question should be answeredi (a) with which subjects

are these people occupied; (b) with what frequency are

these subjects spontanerusly brought up; and (c) in

what manner are they discussed?

A preliminary investigation showed that the data which

would supply an answer tn this problem could be col-

lected by raising three topics of conversation, viz.,

"What has struck you most in the Netherlands?" "What do

you feel mrst deprived of here?" and "What worries

you most at present?".

The reactons tn these questions are summarised in

Table Zwhich shows us what it was that filled their

hearts and spilled from their lips.

The collection of these data was carried out

about three months after the arrival of the refugee

families in the Netherlands, - during Phase I of

the investigation.*

If this survey shows schematically which subjects the

refugees chose to speak about as well as the frequency

with which they harped en these subjects, then the

following remarks show mere precisely the subject

matter and the way it was worded.

Ic The given precentagus overlap each other. That is to says

a single family often brcught jp more than one topic in

conversation.
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th.1 'People here always appear dressed up. I mean they
wear a jacket, a tie and socks; that's what we put
an when we go tc a wedding. They're all wrapped up
in suits and coats even when it isn't cold. But
then you can't see anything of those lovely clothes

underneath!
The girl: serving in the shops, the butchers and
the bakers all have a special kind of uniform:
it's much nicer than everything higgeldy-piggeldy.
Even the lower classes are neatly dressed here.
There is a great difference between rich and poor;
her you can't tell a lady from a servant girl.
The Dutchman here is not like the Dutchman in In-
donesia; here they are much more friendly and
ready to help. But our hospitality there - they
can't beat it! Thore it's more like one large
family: here it's everyone for himself.
They aren't so generous here either. You're never
given a full cup of tea or coffee and they'll
light a cigarette without so much as offering you
one. They make contact with other people more
easily than we dos they address you easily: they
dare speak and act more openly, with a 'Hello'!,
and a clap on your shoulder. We're more reserved.
Here they are more free in their behaviour, as
you can well see from this business of making
love in public, a thing we consider just not
done. The children too are left to do more or less
as they please; we keep them with us more. Here
their language is rather coarse and rough. They say
frankly what they mean; they express themselves
openly and are rid of it. The Dutch are coarse,
but they don't cherish feelings of hatred. The
Indonesian Dutchman fosters his hatred for years;
he's adopted that from the Eastern mentality.
The average Dutchman is badly informed. They have
no idea what Indonesia is like or who we are.
They call you Ambonese or Indonesian; they think
we walk barefcoted there and ask us how it is we
speak Dutch so well.'

th 2. 'All the houses are built of brick, it's so bare and
dreary. It's as if they are only half-finished.
In Indonesia they are plastered and whitowashed.
Everything is built upwards, in storeys; here it's
always upstairs and downstairs.. Housing is so
cramped, just like a doll's house, and there is
very little, if any garden. People live on top
of each other. It's true everything's just
round the corner; the chemist's, the doctor and

the shops. The roofs are different here, there
like this: 1'-I, here like this$
and all those chimneys! - you don't get them there.
many houses here have big glass windows but whet
they. don't have is a verandah. The inside walle
are well-papered and the floors ate laid with li-
noleum. In Indonesia they have white wells and

stone floors. We use carpste ea wall decoration,



but here they put them on the floor. 18

The crowded shops, that's what struck us. They are
so well stocked and kept so tidy. The shops are
more specialised here. There you could get every-
thing in a 'tako' or general store. The shop door

here is closed and yet the shop is open. You don't
like to go in. There theshop doors are open all day.
If they are shut and you make your way in, it
would mean you wanted to steal'.

th.3. 'There is no entertainment, no variety here. It's
so monotonous! There you had all those friends and

acquaintances and those honely parties which brought
some variety; nearly every week. Sundays especially
are dreadful here; no street vendors, nothing!
Hera everyday's the same.
You're so hemmed in here; you can't do anything;
you can't go out because there isn't a housemaid
that looks after the children. You're so tied
to the place where you live. You're a slave of
your house, ond it's not so easy to leave your
children in someone else's care. If you do go out

it's so expensive. In Indonesia I went to the
pictures about five times a week. I can't do that
any more; I have to look after the children. In
Indonesia the 'baboe' or nanny, did that. I had

a motorbike and went out and about on it. That's
not possible any more. I used to go out every
Sunday hunting wild pigs. Here you've got to be
rich. Here you're not 9llowed to cut down troes

just like that. And if you want to keep chickens
you have to have a permit. You can't go out just
when you feel like it; the weather often prevent.

you. We miss the freedomi

th.4.'At present my biggest worry is getting work and
finding a good job'.

th. 5. 'Everything is regulated and organized. There are
set early closing days for the hairdresser, for

the butcher and for the greengrocer. There's a
special wash day and a de', for the ironing. We
in Indonesia don't have those obligatory days.

The people in the Netherlands are insured

against everything. Social welfare is excellent.
In the Netherlands it's the general neatness that
strikes you. Everything is so beautifully clean

and cared for; the gardens and the meadows full
of cows and the shops. It's clean and tidy where-
ever you go. You wonder what they do with all the
dirt. You don't sos any beggars in the streets;
in Indonesia it's simply swarming with them'.

th.6 'What I'm worried about most is money; the under-

payment you get here. Can we make ends meet? Especial-
ly when we have a place of our own? That's why I
don't want the burden of it for the time beiflg. We

will never attain whatIthe standard of livint we



could have acquired in Indonesia. There are such
limited prospects here. You don't have any extra
sources of income here. The clothes we need here
make heavy demands on our pursesi especially since
they have to be bought in advance in connection
with the coming winter. Here in Holland, most of
our money goes into fuel for heating purposes.
You do worry now and again , you know, when the
money is tight. But you do have first class social

welfare here, so you'll never be destitut6.

th.7. 'All my family is still in Indonesia. We're often
homesick and write home every week. We miss the

company of the family with whom we lived, together
in the some house. Here we're thrown on our own
resources so. The longing to be together again is
very strong. Our homesickness isn't relieved,
because we're not accepted by other people here.
I do miss my circle of friends. Here you're a
foreigner because you haven't grown up amongst
these people. Real, trusted friends that we had
out there that's what we miss here1pointing to
two photo's on mantelpiece3 What we need very
badly is contact with people here, where you
can drop in and stay a while. We lack contact with
the outside world. We don't even have contact with
the neighbours. But still, the Dutch here are like
that; they keep more to themselves!'.

th.8. 'Compared to here, the scenery there is a paradise;
much grander and more colourful. Trees and plants,
and fruits and vegetables grow everywhere. There
are always flowers and it's always green there.
Here it rains all the year through; those puddles,
ditches and rivers; those bare trees and greyness!
In Indonesia there wasn't any sense talking about
the weather; I understand now why they do it here.
It's so flat and bare here. What we would call
a little park they call a wood. The scenery here
is so stiff and straight; it's just as if it's
made by man instead of nature. Here nature follows
the four seasons; it gets lighter earlier and
earlier each morning and darker earlier and earlier
each night. Then everything becomes green and blooms
and beers fruit'.
The sun, scenery and mountains round us, that's what
I miss here most of all! The open countryside! Sun-

shine, sir, that's number one with me'.
th.9. The foodl Ricel All those fruits you get there and

all those different vegetables! We miss our tasty
dishes!'

th.lO. 'We miss our house. Hers we're stuck into one room.
You foel like a prisoner. How much longer are we

going to stay in this boarding house? When you have
* house of your Own, yo•'.r fre.to do ms yoj plesse.ihen



you can live you own life more; you don't get all 20

those nosy parkers as you do here in the boarding
house. It's awfulý You can't do a thing here but
it's noticed and made gossip in next to no tirpe

by many of the other boarders. You don't feel on

ycur own and you're constantly having trouble
because of the children. But with my salary I

don't dare start keeping house'.

It is clear from these collected remarks that the refugee

constantly compared everything new he met with all he

left behind. Constantly, and more or less explicitly,

a facet of the new environment ('here') was compared

with a corresponding facet of the old and familiar

environment ('there'). This comparative manner of

recording experiences and evaluations seemed to come

naturally to the refugee. This is why the topics of

conversation were formulated in the interview in such a

way that the refugee could compare the past with

the present
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2.2 A FRAMEWORK FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF THE WreY OF LIFE
OF THE REFUGEE$

In our search for the framework in which the data of

this investigation could be ordered and discussed, we

found two guiding lines$

a. The general order in importance of the spontaneous

themes;

b. thecuses for not feeling at home in the Nether-

lands.

ref.a.,oth table 3 (see pag.21a) and diagram 6 illustrate

thj proportions in which the ten spontaneous themes

were related by the refugee-, families in the four

successive phases.

Diagram 6

Determining the rank of the themes and calculating

the correlation between the obtained series produ-

ced the following resultsi

re i:= -. 07 rlli_iii= *.78

n.s. p< .05

r .72 r .61
p •.05 p< .05

Bearing in mind the size of the correlation

coefficients r ie-Il and r III-IV, the gehoral

order of themes for the Phases II, III and IV

was found. Proceeding from high to low, the

order was found to bes*

themes 3. 6, 10 1. 7 g, 8 5.2

categories 1 2 3 - 4

The themes - thus put into order on the basis of

their proportional weight - allowed , without

reshuffling, of n grouping into four categories,

which in accordinco with the subjectmstt.er of the

themos they encompassed , could easily be qualified

and cloarly distinguished. These woro the followings

/* Thomo 4 -'omploymont'- his'not been brou'ght'into'

considoration, because everyone had found work in
Phases III and IV.
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1. The freedom to do and leave undone;

2. Integration in a social communicative pattern;

3. The vegetal-hedonistic aspects of the environment;

4. The panoramic aspects of the environment.

We shall return to our division into categories when the

interpretation of the results of this investigation are

under consideration.

ref.b. In Phases II, III and IV,in answer to a pertinent

question, 95%, 77% and 50% of the families respectively

answered that they did not feel at home in the Netherlands*.

( Diagram 7

Those who reacted in this way were then asked:

"What, do you think, is the reason for this?"

As reaction to this question, the refugees gave what they

considered to be the reasons for their not feeling at

home in the Netherlands. It proved to be possible to

place the reasons given into the classes of spontaneous

themes without resorting to a forced classification.

Determination of the percentage of families giving one

or more of the 'spontaneous themes' as a cause for their

not feeling at home led to the results given in table 4.(p.22)

The establishment of the fact that the given reasons

easily fit into the classes of spontaneous themes,

together with the fact that the two most heavily

weighted reasons - measured proportionally - belong

to categories 1 and 2, have led us to use the four

categories, listed above, as general view points in

the more detailed description of the refugees'

circumstances.

( Diagram 8

The term 'family' is used here irrespective of whether
the husband or the wife both replied to the question

"posed.
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Before presenting the results, we shall reproduce

literally some remarks, in order to illustrate how the

refugees phrased their feelings and explained why they did

not feel at home in the Netherlands.

From Phase II

"Both my wife and I are homesick. If we happen to hear
Pet Boone or see a film we saw there, how we long to
be back in Indonesia! You do miss your friendes in
Indonesia you get to~ether in the aiening. We don't
feel at home here because of the surroundings in which
you live. In Indonesia we were used to the customs
and habits, to those badjah's and street vendors..."

"I am often homesick ... My whole family is still out
there... We used to go round such a lot together. I
write every week and nearly every week I receive a
letter in return."
[ Notes

This woman, who lives with her husband and two
children in one small room, bursts into tears when
she speaks of her homesickness and attachment to
her. familyj

"Why we don't feel at home here? That's because you
don't fully share their point of view and ways".

"What am I and who am I here, [n the Netherlandes
I don't belong and that's wretched. I've never been
so miserable as I am here. My wife wants to go
beck, just as I do; we'll never stay herel"

"You don't feel at home here, because you don't have
any contact with people. You don't really dare, you
don't know what they're like; you've still got to
get used to it. You don't know how they're going to take
it if you come; you don't know their ways yet."

From Phase III

"I miss the scenery of Indonesia and the bustle and
that going and coming and stopping where you went.
Here you've got to know exactly what attitude you
should have. You're afraid that the way you behave and
dress will cause criticism from themE. the Dutc~h
and make them stare at you. They do stare at you so
hers; you feel that they keep looing at you. They've
invited us more than once to come and drink a cup of
coffee, but we've never accepted. i'd rather they come
here. You never can tell what's expected of you when
you visit the Dutch. I feel at home in my house; I
can sit as I went. YouOre also afraid that you make
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[his woman, who lives in a private dwelling has faitly
regular contact with two or three neighboure. The
children of the neigbours yell out now and thent
'coal black nigger' and chin chin Chinaman.a

"Here, in my own olace, I feel at home. But in the
market or watching a cooking demonstration, I don't
feel at ease. It's as if I have 3 littl.e world of my
own here [at home, with the children around me. Per-
haps that's why it's so hard to get outside.

Do you feel at home here in the Netherlands])
"Not The thing is we've got to stay here, otherwise
I wouldn't.. We get a sort of homesickness now and then.
That countr', the sesehry and the freedom out therel
It's worse in the winter. Oh,.you get used to work and
the place you live in, but I shall never feel really at
home here# That inner feeling of homesickness remains".

"When summer begins I feel at home. But when autumn
sets in I long for Indonesia. You do miss those street-
vendors, those 'bedjah's', bustle in the streets
and lots more things, too numerous to mention. You
miss the whole environment you were used to there.

Chows a postcard of a street in Bandoeng] That
boarding house life with its, "this is not allowed"
and its, "That's not right", drives you mad."

"me feel at home here? No I don't! I'm often home-
sick, especially on uneventful days. You don't know
anyone here; you're so much on your own. There
everything is open for all to see; here everything
is shut up; you don't see anyone, you live on your
own. You don't get further than, "How do you do"
and "Good morning". We do have a great deal of contact
with Indonesian families; we stick to each other."

"I feel much more at home than 2 years ago, but not
altogether yet. Our way of doing things, our views
and our way of thinking are different, you see.
When I behave as I think I should to be polite, Outch
people think I'm overdoing it and being insincere."

"In the beginning I was homesick, but that's over
now. We used to talk a lot about out there. Nowadays
weeks may pass without our mentioning the subject.
The others in the boarding house also do it lees.
We used to listen constantly to news items and read
newspapers sent to us from out there. We hardly ever
do that now. This finished about a year after our
arrival here. They're still quite willing to send
newspapers, but I said they weren't to bother."

2.3 SPECIFIED OESCRIPTION Of THE RNuGEES' EVALUA'IOhS
OF I.S NEW WAY OF LIFE AS CXPrcEC0o TH*0uRouT
THE SCCUIVC PHASEAKS Of TH flY IATWR .(,, pg 25)
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2.3.1 The freedom to do and leave undone

2.3.1.1 Dailyrhythm andoccuestI22!

Under this heading we shall consider what it is

that keeps one busy and fills an ordinary day and

the effect of this occupation on the way in which such

a day is experienced. We are interested especially in

the ordinary day's experiences. Had we tried to

find informatinn about this from people who had

never experienced anything other than such an

ordinary day, we should have been confronted

with the greatest difficulties for is there a harder

task than to describe the significance for us of

the familiar, of the commonplace? Only when the fami-

liar routine is broken does it receive attention

through contrasting with the new way of life that

has to be faced. Then the familiar becomes that

which is longed for until adaptaton to the un-

familiar is complete; until, indeed the new

situation has become familiar.

A break in the familiar way of life has been the lot of

these refugees.. It is for this reason that we were

able to find out the significance for these people

of their former homeland, For many reasons, obvious-

ly, their report will be coloured. This, however,

is not regrettable. We are, after all, in this investi-

gation, interested not in t:)e objective truth of that

report, but only in the subjective experiences

which can be read from it, Our investigation attempted

to gauge these subjective experiences in order to

describe and where possible, to explain the

process of adaptation to a new way of life as a

socio-psychological occurrence.

In table 3,.whichshoedua the changes in pro-

portion of the epontmneous themes, theme 3

is the mqot striking because of the high value
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of the percentages in each of the four phases.

It is the theme, moreover, with the highest average

proportion. Many of the refugees brought up this

theme, using the term'freedom', on being asked

what it was they felt most deprived of in the

Netherlands. This statement seems contradic-

tory., After all, the refugees fled from their

homeland because of the limitations set on their

freedom there. Now, in a country, where freedom

and human rights are held in high esteem, these

people say that they miss their 'freedom'. Evi-

dently they are talking about something other than

freedom in the usual sense of the word, as

other remarks occasioned by the question posed

show;

'In Indonesia you had space; a house of your own

with 8 vorardah (or to;:ra..:e, and a compound, You
could go intn the garden in your pyjamas during
the daytime; you could go fishing or hunting Where
and when you wanted. You could take on jobs for
extra money and treat yourself to something'.

'You could drop in to friends and relations if
you felt like it; you could go out to the cinema
or restaurant if that took your fancy, because
you had servants who would look after the
children and do much of the housework.. You had
freedom of action. Here you live in one of those
little rooms, in which you have to do everything.
You can't move; you feel like a prisoner. If you
go outside, there isn't any space either. The
people here live on top of each other. Every-
where is overcrowded. You can't stretch out your
wings in the Netherlands; there are so many rules
here, so many regulations and for every job dip-
lomas are asked'.

While some refugees referred to all this with the

term 'freedom', others used the term 'living'.

Apparently by this they meant the way of life and

atmosphere of the milieu in which they had grown

up from childhood and in which they felt at ease.

This feelij t as in the old familiar milieu

was anchored in many obtaining circumstances.

One was usually not or hardly conscious of
these circumstances. Confrontation with totally
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different conditions wrought thorough changes

in these circumstances. It was these circum-

stances which had determined that feeling at

ease in the old environment but which were

missing in the new, and which now came into

focus in the subjective experience and attention

of the refugees.

That the circumstances of life in the Netherlands

havedeprived the refugee ofIconveniences Ithat

he enjoyed in Indonesia, may appear from the

results of the only written questionnaire that

was given within the frame of the investigation

reported here. It asked that the relative share

in 49 household jobs should be filled in, for

husband, wife and someone else rspectively.

Our literal request was as follows:

'In your household in Indonesia there were, of
course, always jobs to be done, What I should
like very much to know is what share the husband
the wife, or someoneelse took. Will you together
determine that share for each of the jobs listed
below? For each job you have 10 marks to divide
between the three.

Examples 'gardening'

If the gardening was never done by husband or wife

but always by someone else, - e.g. e gardener or

a servant - then we have:

husband wife someone else
0 0 10

If, however, the gardening was done by the hus-
band in 6 out of 10 cases, by the wife in I out
of 10 cases, and by someone else in 3 out of
10wcses, then we haves

husband wife someone else
6 1 3

If you did not have a garden in Indonesia, do not
fill in anythingi simply cross out the word,
'gardening"'.

This questionnaire was applied twice. On the

first occasion, about half a year after the date

of arrival in the Netherlandsthe questionnaire
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was concerned with household occupations

in Indonesia;on the second, about 21 years

after arrival, it was concerned with house-

hold occupations in Holland. In order to

compare 'there' with 'here', we chose those

families who, upon the second presentation,

had already lived for three months at least

in a private dwelling, and who had, more-

over, reacted to our request the first time.

Thus we found 15 families, whose data from

the first as well as from the second ques-

tionnoire were available. On the basis of

data from these 15 families, the average share

taken by husband, wife, and someone else in

those household tisks showing the greatest

differences between 'there and 'here' was

worked out. The results of these comparisons

are illustrated in the diagram below.

Diagram 9

The results show that for these 13 occupations,

the wife's share increased from 23% to 73%

and the husband's from 6% to 21%. If one

realizes that this 'someone else' in

Indonesia was a servant, while in Holland

it was usually one of the younger children,

capable of carrying out only the simplest of

tasks under his mother's observation it will

be oven clearer how much more the refugee wife

was burdened by circumstances under which she was

obliged to accomplish her household tasks.

Having to do uierything oneself tied the refugees

to their home. Whereas it was possible in In-

donesia to leave the many tasks - including

the care of children - to a servant, in order

to go with chatting women friends to the market

or to go out for any other reasons, unhampered#
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in Holland this belonged to the post.

Besides the lack of servants there were

however nlso the husband% Xmited income and

the lack of a typically Dutch sense of thrift

and 'judgment in spending money. In Indonesia

neither circumstances nor morals enforced such

a way of dealing with money. One lived from

day to day and had no ,ned to take thought

for the morrow - at least, before the distress

accompanying the transfer of sovereignty began.

If financial difficulties did crop up, there

were many ways open to one to earn extra money,

something that appeared to be almost out of the

question for these people in the Netherlands.

In the Netherlands one does not get round to

regular cinema going or frequent visits to-

gether to a restaurant for a good meal. Every-

day is monotonously like the one before. There

is little or no opportunity for 1raticn,

pleasure and amusements.) All this was clearly

expressed in reactioneto the questions

"Have you had moments that yci have felt bored

here or not? How do you explain this?"

'Life here is so Mgpgtg•gU& and without any
variation. If only something would happen, I
don't care what! There's no change here, no
amusnents. There's nothing to cheer you up.UWe
haven't got money for extra things like the
cinema or any other diversion'.
'Indonesia is full of variety. You could some-
times go out; you would go together to the
shops and buy lots at a time - materials,
sewing thread, buttons, You went for a meal
in a restaurant and after that, home. Then
to the evening market to buy vegetables. We
did that especially when my husband had been
given his wages',
'Here you're mare.of aprisoner in..2Ehouse! and
of your childi because you -- Nveno, servant who

;o; n ;l•k ; ;•heim, You keep at homs all day.
What they do here is sit reading a book by the
light of a standard lamp. Tarriblel The scenery
there, that wep a different state of affairs!T
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"Just. don't know anyone to go to. There's no
sociability with friends and acquaintances as
there was out there'.

We examined how many percent of the patres

families gave an affirmative answer to our

question as to whether they felt bored, in the

successive phases. Diagram 10 clearly shows a

decrease in the percentage with time. It is

surprising to note that 2 and 3 years after

arrival in the Netherlands, as many as 54%

and 43% of the heads of families still ad-

mitted of occasional boredom in spite of the fact

that by then they all had jobs. It seems more than

likely that the loss of sociability and compan-

ionship with friends and acquaintances was one

of the factors that accounted for the daily

monotony and boredom.

The non-integration in a social communicative

pattern appears to be a principal determining

factor of the way in which the refugees ex-

perienced their new existence, and was responsible

for the tone of many of their expressions, as

we shall see in greater detail later.

Diagram 10)

2.3.1.2 The cares of life

The pattern of worries, as far as it was ex-

pressed in the reactions of the refugees to the

question: "What worries you most at present?"

was an extremely simple one, as the diagram

below shows.

( Diagram 11 )

The dominant worry in Phases I and It was sp-

had been round, however, the concern about how
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to lmorove on;' arstandard of :zzWberlse..The

opportunity for improving it was a8e1 -

sad in the successive phases, the results being

shown in diagram 12.

( Diagram 12

Most of the patres families pointed to the fact

that they possessed no diplomas regarded as

valid in the Netherlands, as ground for their low

assessment of opportunity to improve their

standard of living. Only by studying could one

find a better paid job in the Netherlands. If

one did not do this, one would reach one's

maximum pay-rate very quickly.

The type of work that they carried out was

favourably criticised in Phases II, III and IV

by 28%, 38% and 52% of the men respectively.

Those that found their work disagreeable usual-

ly eagued their objection by saying that the

work was soul-destroying; that it was routine

work for which you did not have to use your

brains.

Diagram 13

The proportional increase of the worry about

:improving one s standard of living is very

probably connected with the fact that living

in a pzivate dwelling, especially to begin

with, makes heavy demands on the size of the

budget as well as on the spending sense of

the refugee families. In the period between

Phases I and II many families moved into a

private dwelling, as diagram 14 shows.

( Diegram 14 )
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purchased - furniture, floor and wall furnishings,

stove, cutlery, crockery and kitchen equipment. If

this acquisition were not kept within the bounds

of the available budget, one came into financial

straits immediately. While one was certain, in the

boarding house, of a roof over one's head and

food, heating and lighting, this was not the case

in the private dwelling. Thus the utmost care had

to be taken to spend the limited salary prudently.

Moreover it should be borne in mind that the urge

to buy is greater than normal in the case of people

furnishing a new home, while the sense of thrift

was cultivated less in Indonesia than appears to

be useful and necessary in the Netherlands. Be-

sides, up to that time, the refugees had been un-

familiar with the persuasive presentation of

consumer goods on the Dutch market.

Possibilities of extra earning in the Netherlands

appeared non-existent for the refuoees, while the

chances of climbing up the financial - and funct-

ional - scale were very small. The latter was

pertly due to the fact that Dutch diplomas, not

possessed by the refugees, were required for all

sorts of functions.

As an explanation of the presumption expressed

above, a few remarks made by th- "refugees may

serves

"A house of one~s own brings more worries. You
know what the matter is? We can't manage money".

"We worry about Just one things that you live with
furniture that is not yet paid for. By the time the
furniture is paid for, it will be worn out. But
we've got to live in a house which we're not ashamed
to show to other peoplel Everything goes into fit-
ting up our housel In Indonesia a gee stove, re-
frigerstori washing machine and so on were terribly
expensive. Hers you can get all these on the hire
putchsse system".
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"You've got to see to everything yourself, es-
pecially with a house of your ownt rent,
heating, clothes, etc."

"We're getting a house in H... but we're
dreading it, especially if we ask ourselves
how we're going to make ends meet. Hera (in
the boarding house) you're sure of your food,
your warmth and a roof over your head. There's
security for you!"

"Am I going to make ends meet? It will be dif-
ficult in a place of our own, especially to
begin with. Out there we were always used
to living very comfortably.

"All that caro and trouble to make pay spin
out till the end of the week! Especially
now we have to keep house entirely by our-
selves."

The fact that only a fairly small percentage

of the refugees expressed longing for a pri-

vate dwelling -or, in other words dissatis-

faction with the circumscrihed life in a

boarding house- many presumablybegrounded in

the fear, shared by many, that they would not

be able to make endsmeet with the available

wages if they themselves had to cover the

entire cost of the housekeeping. This

fear was probably strengthened by the

increased number of householders who gave in-

formation, based on experience, on this sub-

ject. Some of the above quoted remarks show

clearly the existence of such a fear. The

need however, for a private dwelling -based

on the desire for family privacy remained

urgent.

A worry that came to the fore only later

concerned.theowellbeing of the children. Ap-

parently the worry was not about the future

prosperity of the children.-The refugees were,

in fact, convinced that their children would

have more success then they themeelvee.'Thour

children hod no adaptation difficultiest they
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had felt at home in the Netherlands for a

long time. moreover they received their

schooling in the Netherlands, so that later,

with their Dutch diplomas, they could apply

for jobs on a par with the autochton, Fa-

vourable judgments were thus given about

the children's futures, as diagram 15 il-

lustrateds

( Diagram 15

The worry about the children arose, as was

apparent from the reactions of the refugees

to the worry question, from the fear that

they be involved in a traffic accident or

enticed to follow some depraved man or that

they -especially the girls- became involved

with indecent behaviour with boys, seeing

the youth had so much freedom in the Nether-

lands.

In Indonesia most of the children were too

young to go to school. Those that had at-

tained schoolgoing age were taken to school.

In the Netherlands, however, the mother

really had no time to do this. The house-

work, that she had to do by herself took up

all her time; especially when she had a home

to run. The papers each day reported traffic

accidents involving children, while the more

sensational papers presented an occasional

case of assault as a long drawn out 'story'.

The intimate companionship of boys and girls

in the Netherlands was to be seen every day.

It was repellent because it conflicted with

behaviour which was socially accepted in

Indonesia.

"I'em worried in case the children are invol-

ved in * traffic accident on the wey to. ebooll"
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"What's to become of the children? Especially
if you read what it says in the papersl"

"I'm worried about my daughter's companionship
with other people -because you do read such
nasty stories in the paper. I just hope we
can prepare her for life!"

"You hear such a lot here about children who
are enticed away by someone. Our middle child
especially is easily coaxed with sweets. What
we do now is frighten them."

"We worry about how to bring up the children
here. They fall into bad ways so quickly;
they loose respect for their elders so soon.
If you just heard what children say to their
parents!..."

The increase with time of the percentage of

families that expressed worry about the well-

being of the children is presumably related

to the number of children reaching school

going age. Oisregarding the children that

were born after the first phase, it may be

seen that the median age of the children in each of the

successive phases weas

3.69, 4.2, 5.0, 6.1 years resp.,with a semi-

interquartile range of about 2 years.

2.3.1.3 The desire for a private dwellin2

Life in a contracted boarding house gave many

refugee families the feeling of lack of

privacy. One always had to consider the other

boarders and there was continual quarreling and

gossipping becaiuse of the children. The wife

especially expressed the desire to escape

the pressure of living at such close quarters

to other families.

"my greatest worry is housing so that you can
live your own life more without all those nosy-
parkers you get in this boarding-house. It's
awful. You can't do a thing here without every-
one knowing all about it and gossiping."

"You're not free here. You always have to
comsider other people."

I_*_Diagram 4 gives the distribution of the age* of
the children in the first pheso.
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"I worry about getting a house, so that there's

more room, but especially because jou have no
privacy here and seem to be involved in quar-

rels about the children all the time.$'

Other factors giving tension, and closely

connected with the circumstances of life in

a boarding house, weres

the limited space one had -not seldom just one

room in which one lived, worked and slept,

together with two or three children; the un-

employed husbands staying at home the whole

time; not possessing enough money to pay some-

body to lock after the children so as to be

able to get out of an evening to a cinema,

restaurant or elsewhere; the very limited

play-space for children who constantly re-

quired supervision, especially in the winter

months; etc.

Whilst these factors often tended to weaken

family bonds, hurtful experiences through con-

tact with the manners, views, customs and

habits of the autochthon in their community,

often caused husband and wife to seek each

other's support.

According to the reactions to a pertinent

question posed in the first phase of the in-

vestigation,- the general state of emergency

caused by the expulsion from their fatherland

led many of the refugees to experience the

strengthening of family bonds. The question posed

was$

"Do you believe that the family bond has grown

stronger here than it was out there, or has it

grown looser? In what way?"

This question aroused shyness in the parents often

followed by mutual glances end smiles. Of the 31

aimilies to whom the question was put in Phase I1
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45% admitted that the family bond was

closer; 13% said that they had come to rely

more upon each other here in the Netherlands;

while 42% did not express their feelings on

this point, or else did not do so clearly

one way or the other.

2.3.2 Integration in a social communicative pattern

2.3.2.1 Contact with members of the family, friends

and acquaintarices

Table 4 lists the causes, given by the refu-

gees themselves, for their not feeling at

home in the Netherlands.

'Contact with others' given as a cause, ap-

pears to have the highest percentage, regard-

less of which phase is considered. For Phases

II, III and IV the values were 50%, 53% and

70% respectively.

The category named by us 'social contact'.

covered families who could be divided into

two groups, viz., those who missed contact

with relatives, friends end acquaintances in

the land they had fled, and those who felt

they had insufficient contact with people

in the country that had received them. For

this reason it was ascertained in whet pro-

portion these groups formed the above per-

centages. The results may be seen in table 5.

% of those families stating
Table 5 lack of contact as cause

for not feeling at home in
Neths.in successive phases

II III IV
__ _.. _ .. _ . (nf 15) (nf m 16) (nf a 7)

(G)COU8e4centact
with people 9ut 73% 38% 29%

with people .. 27% 62% 71%

in
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Diagram 16

These figures show clearly that as time pro-

ceeds, the stated causes for not feeling at

home shifted in emphasis: broken contact

with people out there decreased; insufficient

contact with people here increased.

The gradual with-drawal of contacts previous-

ly sustained with people out there, which

took place simultaneously with the increasing

focussing of interest on contact with people

of the new environment may, we believe, serve

as a reliable index for the progress of adap-

tation, particularly at the level of inter-

personal communication between refugee and

autochtone.

Ue shall return later to the theme of inter-

personal contact between refugee and autoch-

thon, viz., in paragraphs 2.3.2.3. Since

we are interested here in contact with

relatives, friends and acquaintances in In-

donesia, it will suffice to reproduce some

of the remarks made by the refugees.

"I often feel homesick ........ ; my whole
family is still out there".

"Aly mother and sisters are all still in In-
donesia. I feel very homesick; especially
in moonlight." (woman]

"0o you feel at home here in Holland?"

" No, I don't. I haven't got my family here.
1I they were, especially my mother, I would".

"Wpdomesr
"tie mais our parenta and relationo. There wowe
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That longing to be together with them is
so strong."
"We miss contact with friends and acquain-

tances."

"That friendly contact out there with people
you knew, you don't get that here."

" Real, trusted friendsl"[Pointing to the
mantelpiece at two photographs of a couple
of friends left behind in Indonesia

"I miss my circle of friends. You're a
stranger here; you haven't grown up with
the others here."

"The family! I don't receive any more letters
from Indonesia. -That's terrible... 'How
are they getting on', I keep asking myself".

"Oh, I've got my mother and three sisters
all living here in the same street. What
more could you want?"

"I do get homesick now and again, especially
when I receive a letter from my sister."
(womanj•

"I miss my circle friends and the way you
could just drop in on somebody.. Here you
only have your own family and the news-
paper." [man]

"I miss my friends and acquaintances with
whom you could have such a good time."

2.3.2.2 Differences between refu2ee andautochthon

Using the actual remarks made by the refu-

gees, we can reproduce their general opinion

concerning the autochtonous populatiod as

follows.

'The Dutch here are certainly friendly. and
helpful, but still remain a little distant.
Their association with us is not free and

easy; rather somewhat stiff and starched.
They feel superior; they look down on us.
In their eyes we are a lesser sort of people,
who possess few abilities and are lax. Many
are badly informed about who we actually are
or what we were out there. They think that we
are Indonesian or else Ambonese, that ue
lived in strew huts, that we have never walked
in ahoes and that we used to sleep on theS' jWou(d•
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many are amazed we speak Dutch. We are not
seldom looked upon as intruders, who make
the labour market difficult for the people
here and for whom extra taxes have to be
paid. Some consider that we are better off
then they; that it's easier for us to get
something done by the Government, like
getting a house.'

'They're freer than we are in their relations
with others. They are often tactless in what
they say and sometimes downright rude. They
lack courtesy, especially towards women, and
their lack of respect for superiors is very
noticeable. Whatever they think and feel, they
say out loud, while we conceal it all; it's
part of our Eastern mentality, I suppose. They
are, however, less easily hurt than we are;
and not so quick-tempered. We seem to leave
them quite indifferent. When it com.s to
money, they're calculating and mean. They
have the attitude oft 'each for himself and
God for us all. 'Thriftiness and a passion
for saving is more in their line. They're
prepared to spend a lot on clothes and
luxuries, but little on food. They are less
hospitable than we.'

The above remarks were obtained in answer to

two conversation theme questions, namely:

"What is your opinion of the people here?" and

"What do people here think of the Indonesian

Dutch?" It proved to be impracticable to

limit those that were questioned to this first

conversational topic. Many came up directly

with answers that fitted the second one, which

had not even been put to them as yet. This fact

points to the great sensitivity on the part

of these refugees for the autochthods opinion

and attitude concerning them. This sensitivity

is seen yet more clearly in the considerable

number of families that spontaneously said that

the Dutchman felt himself superior and was

very overweening in his judgment of them.

Diagram 17 which tells us something of the way in

which the refugee experiences the relationship
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between himself and the autochthm, loaves no

doubt of the refugees' feeling of inferiority.

( Diagram 17 )

The fact that these refugees are handicapped

by this idea of being inferior with respect

to the autochthon, also becomes apparent from

measurable data we were able to collect.

For these, the interviewed person was asked

to indicate on the interval scale how favcurable

or unfavourable his opinions were about

'people here' and how he thought he was re-

gardad by the 'people here'. The results of

these quantittive evaluations for each of the

four phases of the investigation are illustrated

in diagram 18*.

Diagram 18

The harm inflicted upon our Indonesian Dutch

by the historical developments within the

Indonesian community, and which became mani-

fest in the Indo-European ftlovement, has been

so deeply engraved into their attitudes that it

probably will not be effaced within their

lifetimes. They came to the Netherlands fully

expecting the Dutch to be no different from

those they knew in the Dutch Community in

Indonesia; and that they would be looked

down upon as an inferior kind of people,

just as had been the case over there.

/* The bars of the diagram give the average value,
calculated for those people who gave their
evaluation both with respect to a) and b). The
significances were determined by the Wilcoxon
signed rank test.
The possibility of the scores showing a systematic
course we* sxamined in two ways. Neither gave a
significant eoSult!
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From some of their remarks, however, this proved

not to be as bad as they had expected.

"That attitude of looking down on us is not so hate-
ful as it was ovar there'.

Nevertheless, the notion of being inferior to the

white Dutchman with his West European manners and

of being regarded as inferior remained. Throughout

all those years in Indonesia it was as if it had

grown as a fleece before his eyes, colouring all

his views about the Dutchman. In addition, every

noticed difference of behavioui and ideas was

syncretically geared to the difference in pigmen-

tation that existed between the refugee and the

Dutch. His dusky skin was the most tangible con-

firmation of his ingrained conviction that he was

regarded by the West European, and especially by

the Dutch, as an inferior kind of human being.

Although the Dutchman's behaviour and conduct in

the Netherlands seemed to underline this idea of

inferiority less saliently than the same did in

Indonesia, the notion itself was still held.

The fact that the iden of inferiority was less

sharply accentuated in the Netherlands than had

been the case out there, is a factor that has

most probably influenced the favourable appreciation

of the antochthonous people's behaviour in the new milieu.

In'sriit; of this notion of being inferior - or perhaps,

becnuse of it, - there existed among the Indonesian

Dutch unmistakably the need to adopt the behaviour,

customs and habits of the Dutch, or to put it more

accurately, they wished to be accepted as people

who have enjoyed a Western education. No wonder

they were upset when they noticed amazement, ex-

pressed by Dutch people in Holland, about the fact

that they spoke Dutch, that they were neither In-

donesian nor Ambonee. and that they had never walked



barefooted, slept on the ground or lived

in strew huts.

The fact that the Dutch satisfied the re-

fugees' picture of a West-European civili-

sation may be viewed as a second factor -next

to the comparatively lets haughty attitude

of the Dutch in the Netherlands- uhichcon-

tributed to the refugees' rather favourable

opinion about the Dutch who live in Holland.

It seems very likely that both these factors did

play a considerable part in the process of

adaptation.

Let us return to diagram 17, which requires

our attention for two further reasons. From

it we see that the friendliness and helpfulness

of Dutch people was remarked upon by 70% of

the refugees in Phase I, while in Phases II

and III only 20% of the families did so. We

consider that this may be ascribed to three

circumstances. Thore is, first of all, the

particular benevolence and care shown by the

Dutch Government in the reception and

housing of the refugees, for which they

generally expressed appreciation, at any

rate in Phase I. Secondly, it is worth con-

sidering that the porter who offered to carry

the refugees' luggage was a white Dutchmen,

as was the busdriver who took them to the

reception centre. In Indonesia it was unheard

of that these jobs should be carried out by

anyone other than the nativs coolie, who

was inferior to the Indonesian-Dutch as far

as social status went. Many were so put out by

this switch of circumstances, that they

could not find it in themselves to accept the

offer of the Dutch patter. Those that didv
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often paid exceptionally high tips, according

to Dutch standards, in return for this service.

As a third reason for the friendliness and

helpfulness of the Dutch so frequently alluded

to in Phase I, they pointed to a factor al-

ready discussed by us, namely that they had

been agreeably surprised about the compara-

tively less haughty attitude of the Dutch-

man in Holland which was especially marked

'by force of contrast' in the first phase.

A second phenomenon seen in diagram 17 and

requiring our attention is what we should

call nuanced mode of expression. By this we

mean that to certain questions the reaction

is not, for examples 'the Dutch are like

this', or, 'the Dutch think that about us,

buts 'it depends who you're dealing with;

what sort of position he has; or what part

of the country you live in'. We see in the

diagram that the percentage of families that

express themselves in this conditional way

increases as we proceed from Phase I to

Phase IV. In this increase we presume to

have an index fKr the progress of adaptation

by these refugees.

A phenomenon analogous to the one discussed

above is that of extenuatin• circumstances.

We mean by this that the refugee extenuates

the behaviour of the autochthon which he

considers reprehensible by making out that

the autochthan is not to blame. We shall

return to this phenomenon when discussing

the evaluation of Dutch hospitality.
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It is now important to consider what linfor-

"motion about the new environment was given

and through which channels this information

reached the refugees. As is often the case

with negative attitudes, the persistency with

which they are held depends on wrong or in-

sufficient knowledge about the psychological

cbject to which these attitudes refer.

Unfortunately we do not possess sufficient

data for wil-founded answers to both these

questionq.

But for one exception, all the families of

our investigation arrived by boat in the

Netherlands. During the journey they had

been instructed by repatriation officials

about the conditions of life and work in the

Nethed ands. The instruction continued for

the few days that the refugees spent in the

socalled reception centres. Once they had

moved to a government-contracted boarding

house, it was the so-called contact-officer

and the social worker that could be consulted

as the official sources of information.

The Dutch population too was repeatedly kept

informed, via the press and the radio, about

the living conditions of the Indonesian

Dutch, about their flight to and their

rehabilitation in the Netherlands and

about ways in which one might lend a hel-

ping hand, both by'one's attitude and by

actual assistance, in building up a new

eaestence. In spite of this, many remained

ignorant, distrustful and only passively

benevolent. Moreover, one was little put

out by these people, characterized by

their eastern pliability and consequently,
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easily forgot the very tragic circumstances

which encompassed them through no fault of

their own. Lack of reliable data does not

allow us to be more precise about the in-
struction given to both the refugee and to

the autochton receiving him. Let us limit

ourselves, therefore, to the data concerning

the channels through which our refugees re-

ceived information about their new milieu.

These data were answers to the conversation

topic question, posed only in Phase I, "Lf

you want to know how things are done here,

how do you find out? (for examples in order

to find work; where you can buy things cheap-

est; what you have to be careful about when

you meet people here; etc.)v The reactions

of those who were interviewed, while they

were living in a boarding house together

with their fellows, are arranged according

to the proportion of their frequency in

table 6.
Table 6

Information about the new milieu % families
received via: (nf = 35)

Boarding house guests; especially
those longer resident in the Neths. 73

Owner of boarding house 22

Family members in the Netherlands 1g

Contact-officer 16

Social worker 11

Dutch acquaintances 8

The newspaper 8

Labour exchange (with regard to work) 8

ii i I i Ii iI I J I 1 I I J I
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easily forgot the very tragic circumstances

which encompassed them through no fault of,

their own. Lack of reliable data does not

allow us to be more precise about the in-
struction given to both the refugee and to

the autochtan receiving him. Let us limit

ourselves, therefore, to the data concerning

the channels through which our refugees re-

ceived information about their new milieu.

These dato were answers to the conversation

topic question, posed only in Phase I, "I.f

you want to know how things are done here,

how do you find out? (for example: in order

to find work; where you can buy things cheap-

est; wh3t you have to be careful about when

you meet people here; etc.)v The reactions

of those who were interviewed, while they

were living in a boarding house together

with their fellows, arearranged according

to the proportion of their frequený;y in

table 6.

Table 6

Information about the new milieu % families
received via: (nf = 35)

Boarding house guests; especially
those longer resident in the Naths. 73

Owner of boarding house 22

Family members in the Netherlands 19

Contact-officer 16

Social worker 11

Dutch acquaintances 8

The newspaper 8

Labour exchange (with regard to work) 8



73% of the families, thus said that they 47

sought their information about the new milieu

from fellow refugees. Organised contacts with

the contact officer or/and the social worker

were counted as information sources by only

seven, or 20%, of the families.

These data indicate that this information,

in Phase I, was obtained mainly through in-

formal channels and it is probable that the

instruction they received was thus seen in a

biased way. They also support the argument

that the coming into being of the informal

channels lies in the common cultural back-

ground and shared fortunes of informer and

informant as well as in their living to-

gether at close quarters in the same

boarding house, village or town.

If what the refugees told us about their sources

of information was correct - and there was

enough reason to presume this- then the

fact that about 3/4 of the families of our

investigation obtained their information from

fellow refugees, implies an unfortunate

increase in the likelihood of generating,

maintaining, impregnating and collectivizing

an unfevourable attitude-pattern, which

through its negativism, might hamper the

adaptation of the immigrant. To what extent

this was actually the case, could not be as-

certained.

We paid special attention to this point only

because it seems worth posing the question as

to whether the instruction programme, thought

out on paper, corresponds to what the immig-

rants spontaneously do out of their need to

find their feet in that strange milieu which

initially shows such en indistinct structure.



Great is the difference found by the refugees

between thethoopi tyaof their own people

in Indonesia and that of the people in their

new fatherland, the Dutch. And this difference

remains considerable right up into the fourth

phase of the investigation, as diagram 19 shows.

( Diagram 1g

On the subject of hospitality remarks were

made in the following strains

'Out there people are far more hospitable
than here. They never think of offering you
anything straightaway here, and you can be
standing talking for an hour without being
offered anything to drink. They're mean here;
saving is their main concern; with us it's
food. And if they do offer you something,
it's as if they're thinkingt that's costing
me so much. Whatever you dn get is measured
out, and then it's a cup of tea or something;
the hostess goes round with a tin of biscuits,
which afterwards disappears into the cupboard
again; Some people ask you, "How many potatoes
will you went", because they think it's a
shame to have to throw anything away. It's all
so proper here and if you give anything they
expect it from you in return. If you want to
go and see them you have to make an appointment
first; if you arrive uninvited you're stared at
in an unwelcoming way.'

'If a guest did not stay for a meal in Indo-
nesia it was usually taken as an insult. We
always cooked plenty, so that one or two
unexpected guests could also partake of a
full meal. We appreciated it if he took a
helping from every dish we put before him; this
was a sure sign he felt at home. But here
you're left standing at the door if you
cell on someone.'

The sharp contrast drmwn by the refugees be-

tween hoepitelity in Indonesia and hospitality

here, seems to us to have arisen from loss

of contect with others, who could satisfy both

the need to fit into a wider social pattern

and vegetal hedonistic needs.

"However, their can inability to establish
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contacts with the autochtons - resulting from

their feeling of inferiority as discussed

above - also appears to have contributed

towards their finding fault with Dutch hospi-

tality.

We shall discuss the above mentioned inability

when considering the subject, 'contact with

people from the receiving country' (2.3.2.3).

The often acutely felt limitation of the stan-

dard of living to which theyjwere forced by

their new circumstances, leads some refugees

to plead extenuating circumstances for the

hospitality of the autochtons, which he

considers reprehensible. In Phases I and II together

there were seven different families that ex-

pressed themselves in these words:

'The people here earn less; nor do they have
any extra earnings. They are not able to
employ any servants, as we were in Indonesia
and so they have to do all the housework them-
selves.'

The lowered standard of living leads some to

go further than pleading extenuating circum-

stances. Both in Phase I and in Phase II, in

fact, four different families arrived at what

we should call hetero-social.identi tX.exerionce-

By this we mean that one has oneself admitted

of adopting from the autochton some charsteristic,

previously considered reprehensible. We con-

sider this hetero-social identity experience

as an index of the progress of adaptation,

especially at the level of pract.cal conduct.

They said$ 'We are also starting to be more
careful about our money; in the end we'll be
just like the people heste'.Ci.e, loss hospi-
table .
It would seem that the breaking down of pro-

judices or, if one prefers, the mildness in

Judging others, is promoted when the ju4qews
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are forced to live in the same material

circumstances as those who are judged.

Having discussed the refugee's opinion of

the autochton in general, we shall now examine

which differences exist for him between

there and here with respect to certain groups

of persons in particular.

Concerning the behaviour of Dutch children

the following remarks were made.

'The children here are much freer in their
behaviour and way of talking.'They are bolder
than our children, who are shy and reticent,
especially towards strangers. Andthatbold-
noes is sooner impudence than courageousness.
They speak to you as if they were an equal;
they're always ready to answer back; and they
don't take punishment without protesting.
They are very forward, almost imrertinent; they
often use coarse language and are rough and
wild in their behaviour.'

'Dutch children are, however, much more inde-
pendent than ours. They've got much more life
andapirit in them and have an opinion of their
own. They ask everything about everything and
are 'knowledgeable' at on early age'.Ci.e.
where sexual matters are concerned.I

If we classify the behaviour of Dutch children

according to the two characterictics noted by

the refogeei, ve see that it ios epecially the

'Impertinent forwardness' of these children

that is most marked; this contrasting with the

'shy reticence' of their own children. The

second noted charateristic is the 'indepen-

dence' and 'individual opinion' of the Dutch

children.
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Table 7

I II III IV
nf=38 nfz35 nf=30 nfz 12

Freer, not shy, greater
boldness, more impudent 74% 83% 87% 100%
ruder, wild.

More independent; own 8% 37% 33% 33%
opinion

Our children copy (all) 8% 8% 18% 8%
that

Whereas the excessive boldnesd of Dutch youth

was deplored by the majority oftkefugees, their

independence was praised and usually because

it was a quality which was most useful, if

not essential, in fighting one's way in that

unrelenting Dutch society.

*I prefer the Dutch way of behaviour for this
country; they =the children need it they're
to live here later".

Some one else remarkeds

"I think that independence is excellent for
life here; just look and see in what sur-
zrondings the children here have to live".

The drop in the standard of living and the

great difficulties met with in recovering

the original.standard in the Netherlands,

contributed - as did the pleading of ex-

tenuating circumstances for Dutch hospitality

- towards the planing down of rough edges in

the negative attitude, which existed with

respect to the social aspects of the new milieu.

The criticism of the behaviour of Dutch youth

was definitely neither purely favourable, nor

purely unfavourable. Boldness and independence

were advantageous in many respects for without

these the chance of a reasonable existence in

the Netherlands was considered small. The.

disadvantages, however, had become equally



felt, for not infrequently was one insulted

by the Dutch youth calling out "black nigger"

or "chin-chin-chinaman" or something similar.

Moreover the refugee children soon coped these
qualities, thus creating special problems for

their parents in their upbringing.
"My children have become so pert here. My

second child talks nineteen to the dozen.
They've picked up such a lot here. They've
become so free and also ruder and more dis-
obedient".

"Whilst they're small that independence is all
well and good; but during puberty it makes things
difficult".

That the immigrants' attitudes to the behaviour

of Dutch children were neither purely positive

or negative appe.,red not only from the way they

spoke about those children, but also became

evident from the difficulties some had in in-

dicating their opinions on the interval scale

- especially in the latte phas* of the inves-

tigation - and from the conditions they made

if and when they could be persuaded to express

themselves.

"If I think especially of independence, then
like this".
6djusting pointers to] +1 for there and * 3
for here.

"As for as behaviour towards others is con-
cerned, it's like this".

[•djusting pointers to +3 for there and -2
for here.

"It's ever so difficult, isn't it? Out there
they live in such different circumstances.
Here more independently. That's a good thing
though! But because of that independence they
also give a lot of mouth to their parents.
Difficult, you know, to show that on the little
scale. There are so many different factors. You
can't group them all together under the same
heading"

Diagram 20 shows the evaluations in the first

three phase. of the behaviour of the children

"out theae ar~dtfftr behaviour here.
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( Oiagram 20 )

It is conspicuous in this diagram how the

evaluation of Dutch children's behaviour Falls.

We cannot ignore the possibility that this phe-

nomenon is due to the fact that the refugee's

own children rapidly seemed to adopt the

behaviour of Dutch children, thus making their

parents more inclined to look on the gloomy

side of this 'new style' in the bringing up

of their children. We should consider moreover

the general emergency situation in which the

parents were placed, and which disrupted their

composedness and increased their irritability,

especially during their stay in a contracted

boarding house, where one was excessively anxious

not to disturb other families or to quarrel
with them.

We shall return later to the question of the

quicker adaptotion of the children, as com-

pared with the parents, to the new way of life.

How immigrants looked upon theLreletion between

parents and their childrsn, and in what way

these differd from what they were accustomed

to in Indonesia, is shown by the following compo-

site picture of remarks gathered together during

the interviews.

'They are so vi~jP ix about their children.
That's how you get a daughter having to leave
the home when she gets merried and the parents
themselves, when they've grown old, are put
into a home. It's different in Indonesia; there
Granny has to come and live in the home of one
of her children.
The children are •usi.;uo.oet ows4..&g
their own way# left more ouont t

RT~~Thth"is way they do beco"e2 y
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On the one hnand this is a good thing, because

life is hard here. On the other hand, there
ore many disadvantages; just listen to the
language they use when speaking to their
porentst And how often don't you read inithe
papers that children have been drowned or
run over!
'Perhaps this unconcern on the part of the pa-
rents, and the wcy they leave the children to
their own devices is due to the fact that the
wife has to do all the housekeeping herself;
she just hasn't the time tn keep herself con-
stantly occupied with her children.
Over here .g .tEroudt f more in
a family circle, they plý3y indoor games to-
gather, go out together for walks or cycle
rides'

'The parents hare teach their children to keep
their eyes open -,nd explain onything the child
wants to know. but if they want something
they don't get their own way as easily as our
children.-hh;lolationship between parents and
children is morefriandlt here, mr t1Urarn.)..
We assert our authority more and punish more
severely. We flare up at children; -weTr quick-
tempered. Parents here talk more with their
children. Perhops that's better; in this way
children remain more open towards you, while if
you treat them harshly, they become frightened
of you'.

'The method of punishing is different here then
in Indonesia. The punish more mildly and give
fewer corporal punishments. For example, stan-
ding in the corner, writing lines, not playing
outside, no pocket money, a week without going
to the pictures, going to bed without a meal.
We would never do that, sending a child to bed
without his meal; that's cruel. We'd rather
give a good smacking, so that at least they'd
be afraid of doing it again. We're more heavy
handed; here they'll talk to a child. many
parents out there hod a special canea.

An attempt to put into order the variety of ex-

pressions under a few headings and to determine

their proportional weight resulted in tabel B.
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Table 8 I II III
nf=39  nf=29 nf= 2 7

1. Towards the children un-
concered9; left to fig~t
their own b-t-tles, run of- 62% 66% 85%

1W th`eirow devicýes

2. Gather more round the fire-
s idao0; "d~o mrorZ 'I B!Lfjfj'wih 186 0% 0%
children.

3. More friendly, more chummy
in associ-tion 'wth fEIT-
dren; do not assert author- 13% 28% 11%
it• so much; Lunish differ-
ently-- - - - - - - - - -

a. 'Extenuating circumstances' 0% 0% 15%
b. 'Hetero-social identity ex- 0% 0% 15%

perience'

For the immigrant, forwardness and indepenaence

were conspicuous attributes in the behavlour

of Dutch children, while in the case of the

parents they noticed especially that they

left their children to their own devices and

to fight their own battles, thus fostering

their independence. This 'method of upbringing'

was so incompatible with the immigrant's own

experiehce as a child ond with his own and

others ' behaviour as a parent in Indonesia,

that it long remained in full relief in the

refugee's field of perception. In Indonesia

there was usually a woman to look after the

child, protect it from the danger of traffic

and of its own mischief. Many had their own

compound, which gave children enough space

to use up surplus snery while allowing the nanny

to k-up an eye on -them and tighton the reins

immedivtly should she find it necesseay.
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Table 8 I II III
nf=3g nf=29 nf=2 7

1. Towards the children un-
concerndP; left to fiýLt
their own bitles, run af- 62% 56% 85%
tar them less, loave them
to their own devices.

2. Gather more round the fire-
sid; *-do rr_1ýLh -t 18B 0% 0%
children.

3. More friendly, more chummy

in association with chi-
dren; do not assert author- 13% 28% 11%
ity so much; punish differ-

a. 'Extenuating circumstances' 0% 0% 15%

b. 'Hetero-social identity ex- 0% 0% 15%
perience'

For the immigrant, forwardness and independence

were conspicuous. attributes in the behaviour

of Outch children, while in the case of the

parents they noticed especially that they

left their children to their own devices and

to fight their own battles, thus fostering

their independence. This 'method of upbringing'

was so incompatible with the immigrant's own

experiehce as a child and with his own and

others behaviour as a parent in Indonesia,

that it long remained in full relief in the

refugee's field of perception. In Indonesia

there was usually a woman to look after the

child, protect it from the danger of traffic

and of its own mischief. Many had their own

compound, which gave children enough space

to use up surplus enery while allowing the nanny

to knup an eye cn them and tighten the reins

immedintly should she find it necessary.
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A second reason why the Dutch method of up-

bringing mode such an impression, has been

named in the discussion about the behaviour

of Dutch children. In fact, it was not infre-

quently brought home to the imfmigront how

hurtful children's outspokenness, the outcome

of 'free' upbringing could be.

A third reason why this upbringing remained

in full relief is the immigrant's field

of perception is the fact that he regarded

it as the way "par excellence' to equip his

children with greater independence. He regarded

this independence as essential for his child-

ren, who would have to live and assert themselves

in the unrelenting Dutch society, as he him-

self had found by experience.

It is interesting to note how in Phase III,

about two years after the date of arrival,

15% of the refugee families pleaded extenuating

circumstances for the methods of upbringing

used by Dutch parents, and were led to a

so called hatero-social.identity experience

Both 3ppeared to arise from experiencing for

themselves the situation in which Dutch

parents - especially the mother - were placed.

Some examples mny illustrate thist

"They[= Dutch parents] allow their children
much more freedom. We've come to do that much
more ourselves. They go to school and to the
shops on their own. That's becouse you haven't
got any time to go with them here.. In Indonesia
the wife always had time enough, because of
the servant."

"They leave the children to fight their own
battles here.-They've got to play in the street;
but really there's no other place for them;
there are no girdens, no play-rooms. Out there,
if children played in the streets they were reg-
arded as street-Arabs. But by now we think
nothing of it if our children play in the street.
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The children themselves went to and besides

the fresh air is good for them. They've got
to become independent."

"Here they lthe childrenJ are left more to
their own devices; they have to stick up for
themselves. Mothers are for too busy here and
are afraid their houses will got dirtied.
my wife is beginning to be like that herself
and says* 'Come on, out you go, you're
moking the ploce dirty!"
She(= my wif•j is adopting everything they do
here. But it's impossible not to."

"Over there they leave everything to the servants.
That's not a good thing, though. I believe that
you can't begin early enough making your
children independent. I think this because
weL=parentj have learnt too little of it
and have therefore retained that feeling of
inferiority. That's why I let my children
do all sorts of things themselves."

These remarks demonstrate not only that the

refugee begins to excuse thu authochton's

conduct as soon as he is placed in the

same material circumstances, but also that

he has adopted a mode of behaviour from the

autochton, a phenomenon referred to previous-

ly as hetaro-social identity experience.

Diagram 21 shows the evaluations of the relations

between parents and children in the successive

phases.

Diagram 21

On the whole a favourable opinion is given

about Ethe way one is treated in Dutch

shop In Phase 1, 72% of the 40 families

expressed themselves in words to his effects

OYou're served here in a more friendly,
polite and obliging way t oE'Eei. Here
tg-'Eoma ai2B'i'iGIf they can ttjp you,
and they'll show all sorts'of things. Over
here it' thv tim e mre Eim t

In ordet to have tim~e for more important
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questions, the interviewed refugees were not

asked to express in words how they were

treated in shops in the latter phases of the

investigation, It sufficed that the families

gave their opinions on the subject onnthe

interval scale. These results, obtained in

each of the first three phases resp.,are.shown

in diagram 22.

( Oiagfam 22)

Presumablze there were two factors which mainly

account for the appreciation by the immigrants

of the way in which they were treated in the

shops. Firstly there was the Dutch practice

of giving service, where possible, to the

customer, in order to promote buying. The

salesmanship of the 'toko' (store)-keeper in

Indonesia - often a Chinese - contrasted

sharply. If he did not know his customer,

or if he discovered in him little inclination

to buy, he would adopt the attitude of: 'I

don't like your hesitant, criticising, choosey

manner; you're not likely to have much money

either; it leaves me cold whether you buy or

whether you don't.'

Secondly, the fact that they were served in

the Netherlands by Dutch shop assistants in

the same way as Dutch purchasers probably

played a not inconsiderable role, where these

refugees with their inferiority feeling to-

ward the Dutch were concerned, in that high

evaluation.

Of the five 'characteristics' of theJdt'

beiourin Holland, the first and second

are chersoterised unfavourebly, the third,

fourth and fifth favourably.
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Table 9

nf=34 nf=30 nf=21

hardly ever examines patient
thoroughly 21% 13% 0%

Sporing in his use of radical
medicines 18% 17% 24%

Pleasant in his dealings with
people 33% 27% 38%
Everyone is treated alike 18% 13% 24%

He calls at your home; enquires
often after the patient 18% 13% 19%

'Unlike the doctor in Indonesia, the doctor
in the Netherlands calls at your home if
someone is ill and 2-_12-2 co.mes !e9uire
how the patient is getting on. But he hard-
ly ever examines the patient thoroughly and
is sparing in his use of radical medicines.
Out there doctors are moneygrubbers, whereas
here everyone is treated like, rich or poor.
The doctor is pleasant.in•hNisdeain9s with
people.'

The comparison between the spiritual advise

there and the spiritual adviser here proved

to be not very practicable. Not only was the re-

fugee group very heterogenous with respect to

religious and denominational convictions held,

or not held, by the families - Protestant,

Catholic, Jehovah Witness, Mohammedan,

unbeliever, superstitious -but there were also

differences within the families, husband

and wife not infrequently differing in their

religious views. Moreover, where there was

contact with the Dutch spiritual adviser,

whether Protestant or Catholic, it was often

the ceoe that the spiritual adviser himself

had lived and worked for years in Indonesia.
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Voncern about personal appearance in relation

tothe . h which was sometimes ex-

plicity mentioned by some of our refugees,

could be described as the more or less con-

scious preoccupation with the question, "what

does the other -the autochthon- think of

my appearance and behaviour?"

Using a variant of a phenomenological

term, we might, for the sake of brevity,

speak of social•positional.corcijousness.

Presumably this modality of our inter-

personal consciousness is a common human cha-

racteristic. It appears as soon as one comes

into contact for the first time with people

who practise a way of life that is different

from one's own. Immigrants too would find

themselves in this position for a longer or

shorter time, whatever their homeland and

whateyer the milieu reached. After all,

with regard to the people of the receiving

country they find themselves in a position analo-

goustothatof the individual, who, be it vir-

tually or be it in fact, comes into contact

with people whose views and ways are not

sufficiently familiar to him.

In the refugees of this investigation we met

sometimes very clearly, a heightened concern

about personal appearance in relation to the

sutochthon. That they were attended in this

by the fear of appearing ridiculous, should

very likely be considered as characteristic

for this specific group of refugees, who,

on account of the past history of their

society, were oppressed by a feeling of infer-

iority towards the Dutch, as we have established

slready. Presumably this fear has contributed

to the fact that acute social positional con-
ciousnesse played such v prominent part in the
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remarks of some of the immigrants.

A few examples may clarify the above argument.

They are literal remarks made by our immigrants.
"Here you have to know exactly how you're

supposed to behave. You'ra afraid of doing
things and walking around in a way that
makes people criticize and stare at you.
And how they stare!"

"You don't really dare to make contact with
people her J1 you don't Itnow what they're
like yet; you've got to get used to them;
you don't know how they'll react if you
call on them."

"Out there you can do what you like; here
you always have to consider what they will
think of this, what of that. You don't
feel free here yet."

"You feel you're still regarded as someone

that doesn't belong here. I think it will
always be that way."

"I'll never be a Dutchmen to them nor shall
I ever be able to call myself Dutch."

"Our ways, our views and our thinking are
different, you know. When I behave politely
in the way I think is expected of me, I notice
that the Dutchman thinks I'm overdoing it
and that he doesn't trust me."

This last sample illustrates not only the

increased concern about one's own behaviour.

It is of special interest, because it suggests

that the social positional consciousness is

aroused by the functional conflict between the

behaviour of the refugee and those of the

autochthon, revealed whenever they come into

contact with each other.

Thus far we have discussed the differencesbe-

tween the refugee and the autochthon, with res-

pect to behaviour and outward appearance.

In that description we discovered four pheno-

mena, which are of importance in the inter-

pretation of the adaptive procese, if we intend

to interpret the empirical date from a social-
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psychological point of view; which is indeed

the viewpoint of this investigation.

These four phenomena were described by the

following$ 'nuincedemode of expression,'; 'ex-

tenuating circumstances'; 'hetero-social

identity experience '; and 'social positional

consciousness'.

2.3.2.3 Contact with people of the receiving country

We saw in 2.3.2.1. in our discussion of 'con-

tact with members of the family, friends and

acquaintances still in Indonesia', that the

percentage of refugee families, who did not

feel at home in the Netherlands, and gave

their rearon for this 3s insufficient con-

tact with people of the receiving country

increased as the time went on. We also found

this increase in the conversation topic

concerning what it was they felt most de-

prived of in their new way of life.

Both these observations led us to pose the

question to the refugees at the end of the

interview in Phase III as well as Phase IV,

whether they hadj'personal contict' kith one

or more Dutch families.*

Of the 34 families in Phase Ill, 77% hod no

'personal contact' with one or more Dutch

families. Of the 25 families in Phase IV,

44% had no 'personal contact'.' One should

be aware of the fact that these data were

obtained in two years and three years res-

pectively after the date of arrival in the

Netherlands.

/* The meaning of 'personal contact' was made
clearer in this ways "Do the two t.+ yQu *vor go
together for an informal visit and chat to a
Dutch family; and do they ever come here to
visit you - that husband and wife?"
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Diagram 23 )

That the lneed for contect with autochtnous

fomilies nxistid may appear from some rqmarks

quoted literally below.

"We're so isolated here. It would be a good
thing to hove more contact with Dutch families.
We should then get to know the way they do
things and the way they think,and learn how
we can fit in better here in the Netherlands.
I suppose, though, it'll be easier once we
have a place of our own."(II)

"It's a great pity that we still have no con-
tact with Dutch families, because, as it is*
you still feel a stranger in this country."(III)

"I don't belong and that's wretchedl" (II)

"We should really like to be on the same
friendly terms with a couple of Dutch families
as we were out there with Indonesian Dutch
people. Perhaps that will come about once we
have a place of our own."(III)

"I really need what you might call natural
contact with Dutch people." (III)

"IL=the wifj should so like to have contact with
one or other Dutch family. That doesn't bother
me[=the husband] in the least." (III)

"It's only once you've been accepted by people
here that you begin to feel at home." (III)

"Real, trusted friends, that's what we miss.
Preferably a Dutch family; with Indonesian
families you only harp back to Indonesia all
the time." (III).

"What I miss most of all, that's real contact,
that fallowshiptlvery animated and move9
Our homesickness gets no compensation here
because we're not accepted by people here.
It's partly due to us because we're reserved
by nature." (0I)

"If we only had friendly contacts with Dutch
people here - so that we could spend an evening
together, for instance, then we'd begin to
feel more at home; and that would help us to
adapt ourselves more quickly."(II)

"I'em always pleased when I see the friendly
relations between Dutch people; I too hope to
share these in time. I should very much like
to have contact with a couple of Dutch families.
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Perhaps more even than with Indonesian
Dutch ." (III)*

Even the remarks made by those who bocom6 al-

ready integrated socially in their milieu,

showed how important the satisfaction of the

need for integration was to theserefugos, and

how much fouling at home in the new father-

land depended upon it.

"I would rather stay herae [han emigrate with
husband) . I have a place of my own and many
Dutch friends!" (III)

"Oh, yes, I feel at home here now! Especially
in the village X. Everywhere you go it's,
'Hallo!' and "How are you?' IC=husband3
get around everywhere - that's because of
the spare-time jobs I do, repairing things
for all sorts of people."(III)

In spite of the need for contact with others,

they appeared to be held back in their efforts

to satisfy this need by ambivalent feelings.

They 'would' but they dared not. The following

examples show this ambivalence clearly.

"There are various Dutch families who call on
us, but we never seem able to go to them. We
always find ourselves having to overcome some
kind of resistance and we're always having to
invent excuses for not going. Where we do
go is to Indonesian families. You always feel
more at your ease there than with the Dutch,
although they're very sweet to you [wife.5(lii)

"Renl, trusted friends, thnt's what we miss.
I don't think you're likely to find it here;
a Dutch family that would he on the mame
friendly terms [as the trusted friends out
theri They think we're inferior and are
ashamed of us in front of others." (III)

/* One might suppose from these remarks, that they
were determined by the question, as for

as form and matter are concerned. However
the fact is that the remarks numbered II
were not modelled after that question as
it was not posed in Phase I1.
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"Going around with Dutch people, yes, I
Shusbano do miss that a lot. I have the
feeling they keep us at n distance."
Eis neighbours, both right and left of his

private dwelling are Dutch families] (III)
The feeling of inferiority to the Dutchman,

shared by almost oll the refugees, is a serious

handicap to the grow2Thf peErsonalontnct

with autochthonous Dutch people. Every notic-

eable difference between himself and the

autochthon, be it in appearance or in manner,

seems to evoke this idun irrevocably in

many refugees. True, it is possible to

approach the Dutchman very closely in matters

of dress and perceptible codes of behaviour,

but the difference in ckin pigmentation re-

mained as nn indelible mnrk, to which the

idea of inferiority wns anchored.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find that

these refugees, probably more than other refugee

groups, hod the tendency to clubto2ether

in spite of the fact that they had the

priceless advantage over many others who had

had to seek for safety in another land,

of speaking the some language.

"I am often homesick; especiolly on quiet days.
You don't know anybody here; you're so alone.
We do hove contact with Indonesian families.
We clun together." (III)

"We miss the contact with other Indonesian
Dutch families in our district; there are
so few of them..." (11I)

But also in cases where personal contact did

grow up, the idea of inferiority continued

to have a braking affect on the enjoyment of

contact with the Dutchman.

"The contact you had with Indonesian Dutch
people you'll never get with Dutch people,
however much you're friends. There's a cer-
tain reserve which remains, More out of
fear, really, that they might think you queer
or that you look ridiculous" (IV)
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"We have personal contact with five Dutch

families. But you still don't feel you belong

all the same." (IV)

"We got to know a Dutch family in a houseboat
alongside the canal. They invited us first.

We'ro a bit afraid to." (IV)

Of the families in Phase IV, who had 'personal

contact' with one or moru Dutch f3milies, 38%

exprassod themselves spontaneously after this

fashion.

The Iways towards contactI with others were

various, as will appear from the following

summary based on information given by the

refugeess

(i) Through occupation of a house or flat,- ------- ------------

more or less surrounded by Dutch neighbours.

" I =the wife talk to my neighbours about
prices[of household articles and so on; where
you can get wall paper; how to look after
the gorden."

(2) Through employmentin•a•firm, which ine-

vitably brings one into contact with

colleagues.

"I have contact with several people here.
This has come about through my work and
also through the basketball club of which
I'm a member. Every now and then I go to
the home of one of my colleagues. I think
they're nice people."

(3) Through the children, who by playing with

other children in the neighbourhood, bring

their parents closer togetheri

"They're d.,ears, Dutch people, as far as I
know them Lwifeq. We got to know them
through the chirdran who made little friendas
That's how we got to know the parents."

(4) Through the.nece•sitX.of oin2 .to certain

E2laes in order to k!ee2 the household goingi

I would rather stay here in the Netherlands

Leife] I hove a place of my own and many
Dutch friends! We got to know each other
chatting at the grocer's, and through taking
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the infants school.."

(5) Through an organization which brings
together people of the.amereliI2ý.2

2 olitical convictions or interests.

"We do have that[personal contact with six
or seven Dutch families, We all snare the

some religion [Jehovah Witnesse3 The

organization saw to it that we met each
other."

There are several further ways towards contact

which might come to mind. Those named above

were indicated by the refugees themselves.

They demonstrate first of all that the necessity

of maintaining family life in all its variety,

compels the parents to make contact with the

autochthons.

moreover, it appears that young children, not yet

beset by the prejudices of their parents,

made friends with playmates of their own age,

irrespective of background, colour, position

or social standing, and thus induced their

respective parents to take notice of each

other. There are, indeed, no topics of

conversation which break the ice more easily

between adults than the doings of their

children.

The refugees held a favourable to very favourable

opinion about'cntct with colleagues during

=workand about relations in the firm where they

were employed, as the numerical results below

illustrate. That this fact acted as on impor-

tant counter weight to the limited attractiveness

which the Job had in the beginning for many of

them seems probable. However, it was not possible

to establish accurately its relative importance.

The diagram below raproduces the eveluatione

concerning zo-operstion with colleagues for
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'there' and 'here' respectively in Phases

II, III and IV.

( Diagram 24

In order to find out whether a difference

existed in the ease of adaptetion by parents

and by children,I the following question was

put:

"Do your children copy the manners of Dutch

children or not? Which?"

All the families concerned in Phases II,

III and IV - 21, 22 and 24 families res-

pectivaly - gave a clearly affirmative

answer. Copying, referred to above, was

clearly to be soon in the followings

way of talking; speaking dialect; swearing;

increased rudeness and forwardness; de-

creased shyness; greater social ease and

independonce; readiness to answer back.

To illustrate the way in which the parents ex-

pressed themselves about the copying of

Dutch manners by their children, we shall

reproduce literally some of their remarks.

"Our children copy everything here; not only
the way pf talking, but also the way of be-
having and appearing; not only that of Dutch
children, but also of the adults. There are
some good sides to this, but also annoying
ones. I'm only too pleased when my little
boy copies a real Dutch boy - you know,
daring and sticking up for himself, not
being shy any more. They need to be like this
here in Holland, also later in life. Our
children are already completily Outchifled.
If they get a scolding they start arguing with
a "Why?" and "Why not?"

"Especially do they copy expressions nnd slang
words like 'so long','bonanza', 'gas bag', and
'damn'. They're also getting freer and ruder."

"It's amazing how soon they copy anything.
Out there they wore much more subotissive; here
they don't take anything you tell them to do
lying down. Our authority has decreased fro@n
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what it used to be. This is difficult for

my wife. I think independence is a good
thing. They would only find it harder later
on if they became yes men and women".

"My daughtors havu adopted the outspokenness
of the girls here. She had better not try it
out on me nt home though! In my opinion it's
o turn for the worse; something deplorable!
The children realize this themselves but say
that they have to be like this, otherwise
they don't belong."

"Oh, they copy uverything - swearing, expres-
sions, songs. They've become more daring,

they're not as timid as they wore out there.
I'am not so happy about their impertinence.
It's sometimes rather difficult for us,
you see."

S"Hec= my sonhae said to me once already:
"Why 3re the children here laft so free to do

what they like and why can't I do anything?"
We often foel let down about this. It's
becoming so difficult for pnrents. As long
as they're here 1with me at hom 9 they've
got to do what I say."

"They're completely changed - what they do,
what they don't do and the way they talk.
They are becoming much more independent. At
first this caused me a lot of trouble; it

was awful in the beginning! They are often dif-
ficult to restrain and subdue."

"For us as parents this copying is an awful
nuisance, we were brought up differently.
Perhaps in ten years' time the differences
will be ironed out. The children are un-

disciplined and rude. There ore of course,
good sides to it. They've got to be independent
because, after all, they've got to live here."

We have quoted a number of remarks fully and

literally because they show thnt the more

repid adeption by children of codes of

social intercourse, norms and habits found

in the autochthonous social milieu,threatened

the harmony of the family and crested special

difficulties for the parents in the upbringing

of their children, Those difficulties in up-

bringing were of a special kind for the

following reasons.
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Certain choracteristics - such as the Dutch

outspokenness and independence - which the

parents believed they did not possess but

which they considered necessary for holding

onels own in the Netherlands, were rapidly adop-

ted by their own children. Those characteris-

tics were appreciated in the children, but

only as choracturistics useful in life out-

side the home. At home, on the other hand, they

not infrequently acted as a threat to the

authority of the parents; a threat which was

enlarged in the eyes of the parents against

the bockground of their historically condi-

tioned feeling of inferiority towards 'the

Dutchman'. That the upbringing of children

had become more difficult and what the

reasons for this were appeared from answers

made to a question on the subjects

"Bringing up children is much harder here.
They don't listen any more. They're always

ready to answer back. Sometimes you just don't
know any more what to do. The children have
become aggravating and disobedient. They are
far less submissive. They say to us, "If you
hit us we~ll go to the probation officer."

We're sometimes really worried about it and
wonder it it's right that they should go
around with the children here so much."

"Definitely more difficult hero. Independence

is a good thing: they can have their own opinions,
but I won't stand that rudeness."

"Keeping one's authority has become especially

difficult."

"Definitely much more difficult. When they make
you angry you could curse this greater out-
spokenness of your children; But in my heart of hearts
I'm glad. Sometimes their answezaleave you
flabbergasted. I forbad my little son sometime
ago to blow his wistle; to which he replied:
"Why did you buy it for me then?" They would
never have dared talk like thot in Indonesia."

"Upbringing here is much more difficult. Because
they've got their own opinion here we tend to
any they are rude. But that's not really true
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The way they behave here is better because
they remain so honest; less sneaky."

The degree to which the evaluation of-the

SaEnCts about the aforesaid outspokenness

and independence of their children was am-

bivalent appearld from the fact that many

parents did not feel themselves capable of

indicating on the interval scale how fa-

vourably or unfavourably they regarded the

manners of the Dutch children.

Those who were persuaded after all to

indicate their opinion by means of the

interval scale provided the following data.

These data come from the patres familias

only.

Table 10

Family Evaluation in 0 means IV = II
number II IV + means IV > II

- means IV < II

2 9 9 0
5 4 7 +
6 4 6 +

12 10 8
15 8 7 -
24 4 4 0
28 9 10 +
33 9 10 +
34 11 6
40 10 9

average 7.8 7.6

When comparing the evaluations in II with

those in IV it appears that positive.

differences occur as frequently as negative

differences. A systematic increase in the

evaluation of adopted codes of behaviour

appears therefore not to have taken place

in the two years separating Phase II from

Phase IV,
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That the fooling of inferiority on the part

of the parents played a r8le in experiencing

the difference between their own inability

and the ease which their children had in

becoming adapted to the ways of the new

social milieu, seems likely on the basis of

such remarks as theses

"TheIndonosian children who have been here some
time now have the ways of Dutch children and
do not feel they are out of the picture. They
won't have what we haves that inferiority com-
plex."

"Because later they will have grown up entirely
in the Netherlands, the children will feel
completely at home, unlike us."

"The children arrived here very young. They
can go to school with other children here
and in this way they'll get on better with
people here."

Against this background of their own ad-

aptation difficulties, as well as their idea

of inferiority, the children's future in the

Netherlands is seen as being all the more rosy.

2.3.3 The veQotal hedonistic facets of the environment

2.3.3.1 Food

'The food here - cooked in the boarding house
is tasteless, unappetizing and greasy. There's
very little variation. It's always the same -

meat, vegetables, potatoes; meat, potatoes, vege-
tables. Outthere the food hod more kick to it
and was much more varied. There are few sorts
of vegetables and fruit here and only pepper
and salt to flavour the food. We flavour the
food we get with sambal [hot pepper- to give
it some taste. If we get the chance, we pre-
pare our own dishes, many people throw away the
food we get in the boarding house. We Indo-
nesian Dutch idolise our stomachs, you know'.

Once our refugees had occupied a private

dwelling, most of them returnedtusing the

staple food of their homeland, namely rice.

In the first interview in their own homes,

of the 23 families that were questioned on

the subject, it appeared that rice was used
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an the staple food by

50% each day

30% 3 to 6 days in the week

17% 2 to 3 days in the week.

The children proved to be loss enslaved to

rice prepared with oriental spices. In five

of the families mentioned above, a spontaneous

remark was made to the effect that the children

preferred potatoes to rice.

The extent to which Dutch food was reviled and

Indonesian lmjded, can be read from the

median scale values received by each.

( Diagram 25 )

Good food played a prominent part in life in

Indonesia. Besides regular meals, all sorts

of tasty snacks hawked by street vendors, were

consumed.
"The average Dutch person is thrifty. They think
clothing nnd saving for holidays are worth a
lot of trouble, but not food.. In Indonesia it
was just the opposite, Food was one of the
most important things. We're real gourmets."

"Over here clothing, a house and a holiday
are top of the list. They don't make that extra
effort in preparing dishes."

"Saving end saving, We'll never get round to
saving, even if we have to, They don't eat
meat on certain days and they buy soup in
packets. In a Dutch house,everything's got to
shine and twinkle, especially the outside.
We'd rather eat weil!"

The question about what it was they missed

most in the Netherlands was answered with

'Indonesian food' by the following percentages

of families in the successive phases,

( Diagram 26)

2.3.3.2 Climate

The question as to the difference in climate

out there oompared with here led to reection*

which we have grouped together# as followot.
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'The cold goes through and through you here.
The wind is wet and penetrating. The wind in
drizzly and dull. They talk about summer but
it's wet and raw here. Out there it's a land
of eternal sunshine; here it's a land of
eternal cold. We live for the weather forecasts'.

The ratings of the climate out there and here,

given by the refugees in the successive phases

of the investigation, show clearly a great

difference within this facet of the environ-

ment between formerly and now.

( Diagram 27 )

2.3.4 The Panoramic aspects of the environment

A few months after arrival in the Netherlands

three facets of the new environment appeared

to stand out in the refugee's field of per-

caption. In other words, the refugee on being

asked in Phase Is

"What has struck you especially in the Nether-

lands?", frequently brought up in conversation

three themes, viz.,1, 2 and 5."

2.3.4.1 The eople and their behaviour (theme 1)

a. The eppearance of the autochthon

'People here are always well dresse4 i.e. they
wear a Jacket, 3 tie and socks, as we do when
we go to a wedding. They all sit round in suits
and coats, even when it's not cold. But then
you can't see anything of those beautiful
clothes they wunr und.rnooth! The girls in
shops, butchers and bakers wear a sort of
uniform; and vary nice it looks too, much nicer
than a mixture of this and that. Even the
l4wer classes aro dressedneatly here. Out there
there is a great difference between rich and
poor; here you can't tell a servant from a
lady.'.

b. The behaviour of the autochthon

'The Dutchmean here is different from the Dutch-
man in Indonesia; here they're friendly and
helpful. But the hospitality out there -
between Indonesian Dutch - they can't best
it herelO~tteattok moee family unity; here
it's everyone for himself.
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Also there's less generosity. You nevwr
get a full cup of tee and they'll light
up a cigarette without offering you one.
They find it much eosier to make contact
with others than we do. They address you
naturally, and dare to do and say things
openly, like "Hello!" with a pot on your
back. We're more reserved. They're freer
in their actions hero, as you can see for
instance in the way they make love in
public, whnt we find emberassing. The
children are allowed much more freedom
here too. We keep them more by our
sides. They're rough and coerse in their
speech. They say what they mean; they
don't bottle up anything. They're coarse,
the Dutch; but don't bear any malice.
The Indonesian-Dutch fosters his hate for
years - that's the Eastern mentality.'

Theme 1, 'people and their behaviour' migt

be seen rather as a social communicative

than as a panornmic facet of the new en-

vironment of our refugees. While the

remarks headed (b) would support the first

view, the second view would find support in

the remarks headed (a). It would now appear

that, as communication between refugee end

autochthon gives rise to tensions in the

refugee, and as his integration into a

pattern of social corncts is impeded, so

theme I will include more reactions of type b.

Taking into consideration the refugee's

undeniable difficulties in making contact, as

well as the independent course taken by the

theme 1 proportions, it seems desirable to

place theme I in the categorys social com-

municative facets of the new environment.

Nevertheless; we are here discusuins theme 1

as a panoramic facet. The reason for this is

that, based on the data of this investigation

of a specific group of refugees, we are at-

tempting - perhaps presumpoously - to

present general viewpoints which will serve
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as principles for ordering collected material

to the end that they may be of value in future

investigations of tho same stamp as our own,

but concerned with othor groups of strangers..

2.3.4.2 Appearance of environments buildins, furnish-

ing and arrangement of houses, gardens, streuts,

so 2es and build ings (tho Scenery) (theme 2)

Of tho 'objects' in thu now environment, the

houses and housing, the shops and the scenery

play a prominent part in tha refugee's field

of perception during the first months in his

naw fathorland. In Phase I 90% of the families

spoke about the houses, housing and the shops

while 42 aexpressed their opinions spon-

taneously about the scenery:

a. 'All the hou6es are built of brick, it's
so bore and dreary. It's ns if they are
only half-finished. In Indonesia they are
plastared and whitewnshsd. Everything is
built upwards, in storoys; here it's al-
ways upstairs and downstairs. Housing is
so cramped, just like a doll's house, and
there's very little, if any garden. People
live on top of each other. It's true,
everything's just round the corner; the
chemist's, the doctor and the shops. The
roofs are different here, and all those
chimneys! - you don't got them there.
Mfany houses here have big glass windows
but what they don't have is a verandah.
The inside wolls are wall papored and the
floors are laid with linoleum. In Indone-
sia they have white walls and stone floors.
We used carpets as wall decoration, but
here they put them on the floor'.

b.'The crowded shops, that's what struck us.
They are so well stocked and kept so tidy.
The shops are more specialized hero. There
you could get everything in a toko or
general store. The shop door here is closed
and yet the shop is open.. You don't like
to go in. There the shop doors are open
all day, If they are shut and you make your
way in, it would mean you wanted to steal.
Prices here seem low, but in fact they are
high, That's because we're used to think-
ing in terms of iupiasl.
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c. The word 'scenery' was often mentioned in one

breath with the word 'climate', in reply to

the question concerning what had stuck him

most about the Netherlands. Further explanation

on the part of tho refugee, however, showed

that he did distinguish between scenery

and climate, Consequently we were led to take

'scenery' as a panoramic facet and 'climate'

as a vegetal-hedonistic facet of the new sur-

roundings. Of course a distinction of this kind

remains to a considerable degree a matter

of persinal preference in arrangement, as is

the case also with many other similar decisions

in this report.

'In compnrison with here, the scenery there
is like a paradise; much grander and more
colourful, Trees and plants and fruits and
vegetables grow everywhere. There are always
flowers and it's always green there. Here it
reins all the year through; those puddles,
ditches and rivers; those bare trees and
grayness. In Indonesia there wasn't any sense
talking about the weather; I understand now why
they do it here. It's so flat and bare here.
What we would call a little park they call a
wood. The scenery here is so stiff and straight;
it's just as if it's made by man instead of
nature. Here nature follows the four seasons;
it gets lighter earlier and earlier each
morning and darker and darker earlier and earlier
each night. The everything becomes green
and blooms nnd bears fruit'.

About eight months after 90% of the families thus

had voiced the above mentioned 'objects'

of their environment, only 13% still did so.

(see diagram 6) No other theme showed such a

sharp fall in proportion.

2.3.4.3 Reul~ti22on ofthe community (them!_tem5

'Here in the Netherlands you notice the
neatness of everything. Everything is seo
beautifully clean and cared for; the
gardens, and the meadows full of cows and
also the shops.
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It's clean end tidy whereever you go.
You wonder what they do with oll the dirt.
You don't see any beggars in the streets;in
Indonesia it's simply swarming with them'.
'Haro everything is regulated and organized. You need
a licence for everything. Where you find a
pretty spot there's a notice saying 'trespassers
will be prosecuted'. All the shops shut at 6
o'clock. There are different fixed days when the
hairdressers, the butchers, or the greengrocers
are closed. There's a special wnsh day and day for
ironing. We don't have those obligatory days in Indo-
nesia. Here they think it's queer if you do
the washing every day, if you don't do spring
cleaning or if you work in the garden on Sundays.
Religious lifo is much stricter here. You can
work on Sundays so long as you do it behind
drawn curtains'.
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3. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION

The principal question of our investigation west

what characteristics does the process of adapta-

tion reveal when, during successive phases, the

refugees' experiences and evaluations are registered

within the period of their adaptation to a new

country?

The answer to this question required that changes

which were observed and noted could be interpreted

as indicators for the modality of the process of

adaptation to the new environment. We are now to

see which these indicators are. Whether and to

what extent they possess a general validity - i.e.

as indicators for the adaptation of whatever refugee

group to any given new environment - is a question

we shall discuss later.
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3.1 IVOICATORS FUR THE mODALITY OF THE ,PROCES.S OF.
A.DAPTATION

In accordance with the nature of our investi-

gation, the indicators for the course and for

the modality of the procers of adaptation depend

on information supplied by the refugee about
his experiences and his evaluations in rela-
tion to his new environment.

Of course there are also indicators which rest

on what the refugee did during the first years
of his stay in his new fatherland. Although

these so-called action-indicators fall outside

the framework of this investigation, we shall

discuss them descriptively all the same at the

end of this section.

3.1.1 "Over all" indicators.

3. 1.1 . 1 Chan gesn p ArtAjfl _t.e g.f j.q __.W.j n-

According to diagram 6 a great deal indjed

did occur in the eight months separating

Phases I and II of our investigation.

For example, theme 2 dropped from 90%

to 13%; theme 5 from 60% to 15%. Theme 10 -

the only theme showing a rise in this period

- rose from 30% to 53ý. Beginning at the

second phase, a noticeable stability set in.

How much occurred in that period between

the first two phases and how little

afterwards is expressed in the rank

correlation of the themes in two succes-

sive phases.

Table 11

r r r ill'IV rlI'IVr

-. 07 .78 .72 .61
n.9 p(,05 p< .05 p < .05 1

(ono tailed) (one tailed) (one teiled
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Bearing in mind the aforesaid stability, one may

determine the general rank of the themes on the

basis of their rank in II, III and IV and find

the results illustrated in the last column of table 12.

Table 12

Theme Rank of the themes in General rank of

number II III IV themes

1 3 3 6 4

2 9 9 9 9

3 1 2 3 1

5 8 8 7 8

6 5 1 1.5 2

7 4 4 4.5 5

8 6 6 8 7

9 7 7 4.5 6

10 2 5 1.5 3

The general weight of the themes as well as the

categories in which they have already been placed

is thus as follows:

Table 13

Name of theme Number of theme Category

'freedom' 3 freedom to
making ends meet 6 do and leave

dweln . . ..(10)- undone

the people and their
behaviour 1 social-
contact with others 7 communicative
---------------------------------- *

food 9 vagetal-
climate 8 hedonistic

regulation of the 5
communitypaomi
the appearance of panoramic
things 2
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In order to express in one figure the change in the

proportion weight of any one theme during the

period between two successive phases, an index was

created, namely the proportion gradient Pg. The

formula for this is:
Pg9, p- p

lot

where Pg 1,11-11 is the proportion gradient of theme I

in the period separating Phases I and II;

PII the proportion of theme 1 in Phase I;

P 1 ,II the proportion of theme 1 in Phase II;

the period of time between I and II

in months.

Taking the numerator of the quotient as the vertical

side of a right angled triangle, and the denominator as

the horizontal side, then the Pg is the tangent

of the angle made by the horizontal side and the

hypotenuse of the triangle .

Thus the Pg can be expressed in degrees of an angle.

The following table gives the proportion gradients

of the themes in degrees for the three periods that

separate the four successive phases of the inves-

tigation.*
Table 14

theme Proportion gradients:
number I -- )I

I 30" 2 12"
2 4 4 4 " I0

3 15 5so

4 20* -
5 290 20 00

6 5* (141 2"

7 4* 1i 70
8 go ' 6"
9 860 (9

S(161 90 0

Pg a 18.0. Pg a s.0 ' Pg a 4.7

7-Th Pg values in normal type indicate a felling proportion
git~f*nt; those in brackets a rising proportion gradient.
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The values of table 14 are, after multiplication
bo 5, illustrated in the three encircled figures,

(bes pag.82 a.)
Table 15

theme) (b)nume rank in I rank in PgI-IInumber

1 1 2
2 2 1

33 5

4 4 4
5 5 3
6 6 8
7 7 9
8 8 6
9 9 7

10 10 10

rob = .84 (p < .01 one tailed)

It was possible to establish a characteristic

of the Pg values of the themes; vizi the

higher the position ofea theme in'the pro-

portion hierarchy of themes at the end of the

first three months, the sharper the descent

of the proportion gradient over the remaining nine
months of the first year's stay in the new

country. (see table 15).

Interpretation of the data - robcrded up to

this point - fnlling within the mein purpose of

our investigation, rested on the following

suppositions the higher the rank of a certain

spontaneous theme at a given time, the more

it is brought out in full relief in the

experience of the refuges at that time in his

new environment.

The following explanation seemed to be most

acceptable for the great deal that occurred in

the course of the first yeor's etay of the

refugee.
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On first acquaintance with the new

new fatherland, those facets of the sur-

roundings that were readily perceptible and that

differed from the corresponding facets in

the land of origin were the ones that were

brought out in full relief in the experience of

the refugee.

However, these perceived characteristics rapidly lost

their prominence in order to make room for other

characteristics to which the feeling at ease in

the new environment seemed to be closely

geared. If we look for the three themes that thus

possess the sharpest descending Pg in the

period I-II, we find that numbers 2, 1 and 5 do

so. They refer to environmental facets which we

have previously labelled as panoramic facets.

Moreover, two of these three themes - namely

2 and 5 - retain the lowest position in the

general rank of the themes (see table 12)*.

Adaptation as a function of these so-called pano-

ramic facets dependsapparently on an habituation

process which rapidly comes into effect; and

presumably it rests on the same mechanism as

forms the'basis for our habituation to, for

instances the noise in our new work-place; the

changed position of pieces of furniture in our

home, or the arrangement of the dash board and

gears in a car that we have never driven before.

By habituation we understand an alternation in the

perceived mould of facets of the environment

from their being conspicuous to the perceiver

to their being inconspicuous or normal.

/-"The fact that theme I did not follow the course run by
thpmep 2 and 5 is allied to that thomeb close
connection with theme 7; this is also because of
the sociogenous inferiority feelings of this
refugee group.
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Henceforth we shall speak of a stranger being

habituated to his environment when he no longer re-

acts to the three questions posed at the outset

in the terms belonging to themes 2 and 5.

Besides themes 2, 1 and 5, theme 10 shows a

striking course in the period of only eight months

separating Phases I and II. This theme rose from

the lowest position in I to the second highest

in II. Its fairly steep descent in the second

period after that should, most probably, be seen

as a function of the meaning which theme 6 -

the most steeply rising theme - had for

the refugees in that period.

The desire for a private dwelling was presumably

subdued at that time by the fear that possession

of one would restrict still more what scope they

had financially. After all, such a possession

brought with it the expense of meeting all

housekeeping bills out of their own income;

this had not been the case in the boarding house.

They were informed about the consequent extra wor-

ries by fellow refugees who had taken the

step of moving from the boarding house to a

private dwelling. The percentage of families

who had thus removed rose from 7% in Phase I

to 53% in Phase II.

Furthermore our attention is invited towards themes

3 and 6, which, grouped in the category 'freedom

to do and leave undone', occupy the two highest

positions in the general rank of the themes

(see table 13)*. This fact indicates that the

new circumstances made. the old familiar style

of living, as practised in recreation, pleasure

and amusement as well as in the handling of

money and goods, no longer possible and thatthis

impossibility weighed hard in the day to day

life of the refugee.

/! tnot soee poge 8$
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Three years after his arrival in the new

fatherland - i.e. in Phase IV - themes

6 and 3 even occupy the first and second

positions in the ranking of the themes and in-

deed with proportions of 60% and 52% respec-

tively.

It is very probable that the meaning of the oft-

used notion 'freedom' was, for the refugees

of our investigation, closely related to

that of material welfare and freedom of

movement, of 'being able to afford something'.

The 'not feeling it esse' in an environment

which did not allow the practising of the

old, familiar style and state of life,

appears to be geared to milieu-conditions othertn

those of 'not feeling at home', thet we

have already met.

Where- the former uneasiness is determined

principally by the limited possibilities

offered by the milieu to satisfy the need

for material welfare and financial scope,

the latter uneasiness, that of not feeling at

home, seems to be determined sooner by the

limited social communicative absorption

capacity of the new milieu. Of course both poten-

tialities of the new milieu are constantly deter-

mined by both the individual character of the

refugee and his 'basic personality' - in

the sense used by Kardiner and Linton.

We may conclude that not feeling at home was

closely related especially to factors of a social

STheme 10 is not considered here, as its propor-
tion was - and could be - determined only for
those families who had not yet occupied a dwelling.

(footnote belonging to page 84).
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communicative nature, from the fact that the

refugee most frequently pointed to inadequate

contocts with others when they were asked to state

their gasons for not feeling at home in the Netherlands

As in the caso of 'fieling at ease' and 'feeling at

home', we thought fit also to distinguish between

two terms, often used synonymously, viz. assi-

milation and accultur.3tion. When we

speak of someone as being assimilated, we

moan that he feels nt ease in the way he

fills his life from day to day with work,

relaxation, pleasure and amusement; or,

expressed practically that he does not

react to the three questions posed at the

outset, in the terms of themes 3, 6 and 10.

When, in the future we speak of someone

as being acculturized, we mean he feels at

home with the puople of the country

which receives him, no longer experiencing

differences between the way in which he and

the way in which the autochthon evaluates

people, events, conditions, and objects

explicitly or implicitly; or, prictically,

when he does not react to the three ques-

tions in the terms of themes I and 7.
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:3.1.1.2 Changes in evaluation level of environmental
f'acets.

In the successive phases of the investigation

it was established in how far the refugees

evaluated a variety of environmental facets.

In this way we aimed at obtaining data in

order to inswer four questions which seemed to us

to be of importance within the compass of this

investigation. The questions were these:

(a) Is there a difference between the evaluation

of 'there' and the evaluation of 'here' with

respect to the available environmental facets:

if so, what is evaluated higher, 'there' or

'here'?

(b) Has any change taken place with the passage

of time in the degree to which those facets,

common to the environment 'there' and to

the environment 'here', are evaluated; if

so, what direotion does this change take?

(c) Are differences in evaluation between in-

dividuals greater, per facet, for 'there'

than for 'here', or vice versa? What change

in this makes its appearance with time?

(d) Is the evaluation of facets with respect

to 'there' more variable than evaluation

of facets with respect to 'here', or

vice versa?

ref. (a) That the evaluation of 'there' differs

systematically from the evaluation of 'here',

with respect to several environmental facets,

is apparent from table 16.
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Table 16

Results with respects tot Phases
I II III

p. Climate ++ ++ ++

q. Food ++ ++ ++

r. Hospitality ++ ++ ++

a. Parents-child relations n.s. n.s. n.s.

t. The children's ways n.s. n.s. +

u. Treatment in shops .. .. (-)

v. Contnct with employer x n.s. (+)

Significance was examined with the aid of the

signed rank test*.

These results lead us to a few observations:

1. It appears that various environmental facets

-are not evaluated exlusively as 'there'

favourable and 'here' unfavourable;

-can produce significant differences between

evaluations of 'there' and of 'here'

Whether or not a certain milieu facet is a

factor that plays a role in the adaptation

tn the new environment is a question which

can be answered with the help of the

evaluation method. It seemed desirable to

let corresponding environmental facets

'here' and 'there' be compared by means of

an evaluation scale with equal appearing

intervals.

, * Legends n.s. = not significant

x = no data

there higher there lower probability p with
then here than here two-tailed region

of -re.ection

(+) (-) .05< p < .10
+ -. 01<p 4 .05

- Footnote continued on page 89.
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worldof' ther.efu92e is not determined by the size of

the difference between the 'there' and 'here' evaluations. Such

a difference may, for instance, be large,

while the relative importance of the facet

in question is small. An example of this is

the facet 'food'. The relative importance of a

facet is determined - as we have seen - by the

percentage of families spontaneouly bringing up

that facet as a theme of conversation when

asked the questions, about what was most striking, what

the worst privation, and what the greatest worry.

Seen from the pint of view just formulated here,

only p, q, r, t, and u,all the measured factors,

have played a part in adaptation. (table 16 p.88)

There are however, other points of view from which

one can regard the available measured data. We

shall discuse one of these straightaway.

cont. The cases denoted with +, ++9 -, -- are, in accordance
(p.887 with the usual terminology, labelled 'significant';

the casemarked with (+) or (-) contain an indication
of a marked difference. We should also allow for the
fact that the value of these results is limited be-
cause two conditions necessary for the validity of the
test were not fulfilled, viz.11. the refugee group did
not constitute a random sample from a certain popula-
tian of Indonesian Dutch; 2. the aubstraction nd addition
of scores can be meaningful only in so far as measured dif-

ferences reflect actu3l differences to scale.
Bearing in mind the method used for measuring, no
certainty about this can behad. However, the results
marked with two signs are so plain, that they remain
valid in spite of not conforming to condition 2. Thus
it is safe to say that the evaluation by the refugee
group of the facets, climate, food, and hospitality,
in Phases I, II and III was consistently higher for
'there' than for corresponding facets 'here'. The
reverse was the case for the treatment in shops
at any rate in Phase I and II.
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ref.(b) In order to answer the second question,

the available data were analysed in a different

way.*

Thble 17 gives the resultof this. A system-

matically positive value meons that the subjects

have been inclined to judge more unfavourable

the aspect concerned in the first two years' stay;

a. systematically negative value indicated the

opposite.

Table 17

Results with respect to: 'there' 'here' 'there-'here'

Climate + n.s. n.s.

Food n.s. n.s. n.s.

Hospitality n.e. n.s. n.s.

Parents-children
relations n.s. - n.s.

The children's ways. + - ++

Treatment in shops + - +

Contact with employer n.s. n.s. n.s.

In so far as a systematic course has appeared in

the results, it would segm that the evaluation

with regard to 'there' his become increasingly favour-

able, with re 2ard to 'here' inc reasin~lX-unfavour-

able. This course is in general not so evident in

the scores fora 'climate', 'food , ond 'hospitality'

as in those for 'parents-child','children'and'shops',

In this,allowance should again be made for the

fact that, for the first three facets named, high

evaluations were given from the very beginning, so

that it was difficult on subsequent occasions to

give still higher ovaluations systematically. The

ljck of positive correlation may again be the re-

I * For each subject the Kendall rank correlation
coefficient was calculated between each result

in the Phases I, 1, I11 and the numbers 1, 2,
3. Subsequent examination was made to find

out whether the sum of these correlation

coefficients deviated systematically from 0.
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suit of restricted differentiation possi-

bilities in the scores.

ref.(c)In order to answer the third question, the

spread in the data concerning 'there' was com-

pared with that of the data concerning 'here'.*.

This analysis led to the results reproduced

in table 18.

Table 18

Scores with respect to% Phases

I II Ill

Climate - (-) -

Food -- (-) -

Hospitality - - (-)

Parents-child relations - n.s. n.s

The children's ways n.s. n.s. n.s

Treatment in shops (+) n.s. n.s

Contact with employer x n.s. n.s.

In so fir as the results are significant, they

indicate a smaller spread in the scores obtained for

'there'. It should also be borne in mind that the

scores could also have been the result of the

restricted differentiation possibilities in the

case of the high scores.

Because of this, an interpretation of the results

of the analysis, in the sense of a greater unani-

mity of judgments about 'there' and 'here' be-

tween the subjects becomes rather contestable.

/* The method used was as follows. For the evaluation
of, say, the facet 'climate', the first two sub-
jects were taken from the rank order of subjects.
The absolute difference was subsequently determined.
The same working method was then applied to the
second pair, the third, the fourth end so on.
Now, if the absolute difference per pair for the
'there' scores are in genqral higher, say, then
for the 'here' scores, then the spread of the
'there' scores will be greater then that of the
'here' scorse, Whether this was in fact the case
wae further examined with Wilcoxon symmetry test.
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ref4d)The standard deviation was calculated

for the evaluation scores obtained by each

male individual. Application of the sign test

to the differences between these deviations

led to the following results.*

Table 19

'there'distribution - 'here' distribution
in Phases:

I II III

n.s. ++ ++

The interpretation of this result is this: the

refugee uses fewer nuances in his judgiment of

facets appertaining to his circumstances of

life 'there' than of corresponding facets apper-

taining to his circumstances 'here'. This was

true at least for the first end second year

after the date of arrival.

3.1.1.3 Increase in the percentage of families saying

they feel at home in the Netherlands

The increase with time of the percentage of families

d•ying they feel at home in the Netherlands

- i.e. II, 5%; III, 23%; IV, 50% - can be

regarded as a reliable indicator for showing

that adaptation is on the move. These per-

centages, however, give us no answer to the

question as to whether the accent lies on habi-

tuation, assimilation or acculturation

* In applying the sign test only those subjects,
who gave a score for 'there' as well as 'here'
for 3 or more facets per phase, were considered.
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If we were to ask whether those who said

they felt at home evaluated various facets of

the now environment higher than those who said

they did not feel at home in the Netherlands,

we find our question answered in the affirmative,

as table 20 shows*. This table shows, moreover,

that the refugee who, 2 years after the data of his

arrival, said that he felt at home in the Nether-

lands, already hod a more favourable attitude at the

beginning of his stay towards the given facets

of the milieu than the refugee who, after 2

years' time, did not feel at home.

From both these established facts the following

maV be concluded. Since those who felt at home

evaluated their environment more fovourably in

general than those who did not feel at home, and

had done so right from the start - that is,

about three months after arrival - the

position which the individual refugee occupies

between others sharing his fate on the basis

of his average facet evaluation may be used as an

indicator for his chances for being adaptod.

The higher his position, the greater the

chance that adaptation will be accomplished.

From this conclusion it appears that the method

using quantitative evaluation of well chosen

environmental facets is not only of value

in forming theories of adaptation, but also

useful in practice, enabling forecasting

of chances for a succesful adaptation within

a certain period oftime.

For table 20 see page 97
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3.1.2 lociglCommunicative indicators

This type of indicator is concerned with virtual

as well as actual human relations between refugee

and autochton. It is assumed that these indicators

refer to acculturation aspects of the adaptation

process.

3.1.2.1 Chan2!!_j2_!yaluation of the refupee bX the

Contrary to our expectations no systematic

course could be established in the figures

for the evaluation which the refuges thought

the suthochthon had about him.

3.1.2.2 c-han2ee in evaluation by the refugee about the

sutochthon.

Here again, and contrary to our expectations

no systematic course could be established for

this evaluation.

3.1.2.3 Changes in evaluation about the sutochthon's

As we have already seen, a significantly more

favourable judging, in the course of the first

three years' sity, about the sutochthon'a hos-

pitality was not found

3L1.2.4 Chn!_2ý!e~2E~etion of families scquirina

2 ;r-sonal contact. -------

The increase in the prcportion of families that

came to have 'personal contact' with one or

more autoci*wtonous families - in I11, 23% and in

IV, 66% - seems to be a valuable index for the

progress of acculturation. Where, however,
'personal contact', in the restricted sense
used by us, could come into being and could

continue under influence of ell sorts of cir-

cumstances which lay outside the initiative end

intention of the refugee, the aforesaid pro-

portionol increase is, aS it stands# a dubious
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index for the progress of acculturation.

The considerable number of families who

aeaded renewing a given personal con-

tact with autochthons, ur who did not

feel comfortable during a renewed con-

tact, leads one to suppose even that the

rise of the afore mentioned proportions

will not correlate with increased acculturation.

Only if it can be shown that a relation exists

between personal contact, or lack of it on the

one hand, and on difference in height of the

place occupied in a clear acculturation

index on the other, may the acquisition of

'personal contact' (p.c.) be used as an in-

dicator for progress in acculturation.

As acculturation index we took the height at

which the refugee evaluated the autochthon in

the successive phases of the investigation.

Out of the total number of families available

a group was composed in such q way as to

meet the following conditions.

- (a) no p.c. in Phases I and II

-(b) either p.c. or no p.c. in Phase III

-(c) an evaluation about the autochthon in

I, II and III.

Of the families with p.c. in Phase III, the

average evaluation about the autochthon is

calculated in I, II and III, respectively

(see solid line in diagram 28).

The same was done with respect to families

without_.212 (see broken line in diagram 28).

Repeating the procedurb, - while substituting

Phase IV fof III in formulating it we obtain

the results that are shown in diagram 29.

On the basis of these results, it seems justified

to use the enjoyment of 'personal contact'

or, with due alteration of details, the increase
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in the percentage of families enjoying
'pqrsonal contact' as an index for the pro-

gress of acculturation of the individual

or the group, respectively.

3.1.2.5 Lack of contact with other people

We saw that theme 7, which concerned tha

lack of contact with other people, not only re-

mained relatively high in proportion, but also

gave no indication of significant proportion

changes up until two years after the date

of arrival. In the four phases the proportions

were namely:

I II III IV

45% 42% 40% 24%

This datum shows that, during the first two years,

there was little in the way of an increased

satisfaction of the need for integration into

a social communicative pattern of contacts.

It seems more than probable that the freezing

of the satisfaction of this need exercised a

slowing down of the adaptation process (es-

pecially of its acculturation component).

The unavoidable fading of contacts with

friends and acquaintances in the country of

origin was apparently not compensated for

sufficiently by acquiring new contacts with

autochthons of the receiving country.

A further confirmation of this supposition may

be found in the fact that, of the families

who said they did not feel at home in the

Netherlands, an increasing percentage gave as

a cause for this inadequate contact with

the autochthon, viz.,

II III IV

27% 62% 71%

We are of the opinion that it is legitimate
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to use the course of the proportions relevant

to lack of social contact as an indicator of

the course of adaptation and we conclude

from the course contained in the given

data that the adaptation of this group of

refugees, in the social communicative

aphse has been retarded.

N.B. insertion Table 20,

men Avarage evaluation score with
in regard to
IIl

Climate Food Hospitality --
in in in

I II III I II IIll I II III _

A.6.
felt 6.0 6.6 4.8 6.3 5.7 6.3 4.3 8.0 6.5 6.1
at home

G.
did not
f'el at 3.8 3.8 4.2 4.5 4.6 4.2 13.4 3.5 6.0 4.2
home I I

A>B + + + + + + I + + +

Table illustrating section 3.1.1.3;see page 93.

3.1.3 Expressional indicators

Expressional indicators refer to the way in which

the refugee expressed himself in consequence of

the conversation topics put before him.

3.1.3.1 Nuanced mode of exerwssion

It was not•inble that the refugee, after a

period of time, began to express himself loes

rigorously in terms of only black and white.

In his reactions to a question, the tendency
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to employ nuances in modifying a judgement

arose. Examples of this are spontaneous attempts at

formulating an answer to question 40s What is the

opinion hold by people here of the Indonesian Dutch?

"- "The Dutch will of course say that there are
different categories of Indonesian Dutch."
" That depends so much on whether they are giving
their opinions obout our intelligence, or about
our zest for work or about our clothes or about
our food."

"- "That's difficult to soyt there are so many
different foctors and people."

"- 'That is very difficult (to give evaluation on
the scile); there are so many differences".

The percentage of families that expressed themselves,

after the fashion of these examples, in a nuanced

way, increased with the length of their stay. In

the case of questions 40 and 41 the percentages

were established for different families who

expressed themselves in a nuanced way in the

successive phases.*

/7c-uestion 41 wass What is your opinion about the
Dutch (people) here? The following formuli was
used in order to determine a proportion.

N,(1.2) + N,(1) + Nx(2)
x 100,

N(1.2) + N(1) + N(2)

where

N(1.2) is the no. of families reaction to both
questions 1 and 2;

N(1) is the no.of families reacting only to
question 1;

N(2) is the nn. of families reacting only to
question 2;

Nx(1.2) is the no. of families reacting to both
questions I and 2 with x (i.e. nuanced
mode of expression);

Nx(1) is the no. of families reacting to
question I only with x;

Nx(2) is the no. of families reacting to ques-
tion 2 only with x.
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The refugee's experience and realization that

the autochthons differ among themselves in

their opninion of him and in their manner

towards him seams, after all, to be a first

step in the direction of decreasing the dis-

tance betwean refugee and outochthon with

regard to the evaluation of various affairs met

with in the environment.

3.1.3.2 ExenatngEircumstances.

LWhen the refugee excuses the autichthon some

conduct or characteristic which he regards as

being reprehensible, by naming circumstances

which would make it appear that the autochthon

sws not to blame, we speak of 'extenuating

circumstances'. We meet this tendency towards

pleading 'extenuating circumsatnces' by the

refugee in two conversation topics, viz.: about

the Dutchman's hospitality and the way in which

Dutch parents brought up their children. For

examples turn to pp.

It would appear that the mildness of judgments

about others, or, if one prefers, the breaking-

down of prejudices, is promoted when the judger

is forced to live in the same material circumstances
as the judged. Apparently the law of common fate

underlies not only the unification of various

different objects in the s-ýmu fi'61ld of.perception but

vlso tho unification of initi-lly differing evalue-

tionc by distinctive groups living in the sae environ-
Liment.

The spontaneous pleading of extenuating circum-

stances appears to be an indicator of the progress

of acculturation by the foreigner.
3.1.3.3 Heter, socinl indentity experience

The refugee's experience of his adopting con-

duct which he initially thought reprehensible is

here named 'heatero social indentity experience'.
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The spontaneous odmittal of his experience,

which we likewise find in the conversation

topics concerning the autjchthan's hospi-

tality and way the autochthonous parents

treat their children, seems to us a con-

rrete justificýtion for using the hetero-social-

identity-experience as an index for the

progress of icculturation.

The refugos gave ns the cause of adopting

3utochthonous ways, the nature of the

material-financial-circumstances in the

Netherlands. The refugee's giving this as the

cause of his adopting of autochthonous way makes

more probable the correctness of the general

proposition: that the acculturation of the

foreigner is promoted by his having to

live in the same material circumstances as the

autochthon. 5omeone who has to live and work

in the some mntarial circumstances as other

makes some part of their outlook and sense

of values his or her own.

While running the risk of being blamed for tri-

viality, we state this proposition very ex-

plicitly for the reason that in social psy-

chology and more especially in sociology

the so-called 'contrninte socials' is seen

as the homologizing factor 'par excellence'

in the coming into effect of collective

patterns of values and behaviour.

3.1.3.4 Emotional ch arg!_of the remarks

For the determination of the emotional

charge of remarks, only the interviewer was ovavl-

able as a recording instrument, with all con-

comitant subjective influences. Besides, the

interviewer was a Dutchman, that is, a Vo-

presentati~ve of a gqroup tosardo whi4h 0*
fuge. had been btwqhtý up with An
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Thirdly,.the refuges, in common with the

Oriental, concealed his feelings more then

nn Occidental would in front of n stranger

The lost two foctors mentioned, have, in

the first phoso of the investigation, most pro-

bobly plnyed the role of camouflaging emotions.

Consequently diagram 311 showing the inter-

viewer's impressions of the emotional charge

of the remarks in the four successive phases,

ohould be viewed with the necessary caution.

3.1.4 Indicators of enQaQement

Indicators of engagoment rof3r to the refu-

gee's being in forms of work or of recreation

offered by the new environment.

The great progress made in becoming engaged

in various forms of occupation, manifested

in the folling percentage of refugees com-

plaining of boredom and in the rising per-

centage of refugees evolutin 2 positively the

nnture of their work, seems to us to be closely

correlated with progress in adaptation.

Consequently both phenomena are wielded by

us as indicators for the progress of adaptation

by the refugees to their new milieu. The per-

contnge-run for those complaining of boredom wes:

I II IiI IV

69% 59% 54% 43%

The percentage-run for those who were evaluating

the nature of their work positively was:

II III IV

28% 38% 52%

Beside the indicators discussed so far, there were

undoubtedly yet others that could have been thought

out end used. Thus, for example:

(a) the exploration of the new environment by means

of walks and bicycle ride., travelling, getting to

know the district and country by means of radio,

t.v. and newspaperitems;
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(b) the taking up of memborship of a society,

club, religious and/or political group;

(c) dressing, furnishing the home and behaving

according to autochthonCus patterns.

Such-like data, not unimportnnt in the study of

the adoptntion process, were for various reasons

deliberately not collected in this investigation.

We were endeovouring, ifter all, to study the

adaptation process from the angle of chonge

which in the course of time came to the fore

in the experiences and evaluations of the

refugees. Disregarding this argument, however,

and also the nrgument that one cannot investi-

gate everything, the objection remains that it

is not clear to which specific stage in the

process of adaptation, nor to which formal

modality of that process - hnbituition,

assimilation, acculturation - the afore-

mentioned data would appertain. They nppGar rather

to indicate conditions which might be said to

have influenced fovourably adaptation to the

new environment.

Although this was not explicitly observed and

recorded, the interviewer could notice a

definite progress with respect to the view-

points named as examples (a, b and c).

Most noticenble end rapid was the progress in

c. But the question arises as to what in this case

the function was of, for instance, the circumstance

that one could not buy alternative clothing, soft

furnishing and furniture in the Netherlands,

and what the function of the fact that most of

the refugees were doing their utmost to

appear in their social surroundings as did the

su tochthons of the receiving country?

"Prendre un r•ls - either under pressure, or

deliberately - c'est Wtre pris per son rtle.
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Nous finissons pir devenir ce que nous avons

ddcidd de paraltre." (Nddonclle).

Viewed thus, the phenomenn b and c ore to

be looked upon rather as conditions than Os

signs of advonced adoptation.
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3.2 CENERAL SKETCH OF THE COURSE OF ADAPTATION

On.his.way to the country offering him

asylum, the refugee experienced with

shifting emphasis his liberation from the

troubles and ceres which had driven him from

his fatherland: the oppression of the un-

certain irrival which he was to face; the

sorrow on occount of all that was dear to him

and left behind. Against the background of

his individual history of expr3riences, rooted

in the country of origin, he entertained

undifferentiated and rose-coloured expecta-

tions about things nwniting him in the

country lying ahead.

The first encounter with what had been till

then unknown from experience, led to his

seeing in full relief those environmental facets

which differed from corzc.sponding focets in

the country left behind. For our refugees these

were the outward appearance and behaviour of

the autochthonous population (theme 1), the

appearance of the houses, streets, shops and

buildings and of the scenery (theme 2).

However, soon after his arrival - presumably

in the first weoks - even harder facts con-

fronted the refugee in increasing urgency, vizs

(a) that his form•.•wars of-d2o .n-2.r e aing

things!Jone - his old familiar, ingrained ways

and habits in homemaking and working,'in re-

creation and amusement, in dress, in food,

in going about with others - were inrccb!

(b) that his social self, his 'being somebody'

- with the role, position, status and signi-

ficance in relation to acquaintances, family

and friends - had vanished.

The repercussion of these facts on the refugee's
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existence, together with the way in which he

assimilates these facts - in the emotional,

cognitive and conative spheres - determine

the modality of the individual process of adap-

tation to new circumstances of life.

The personal disposition of the refugee,

the nature and degree of his former social

integration, his being married or not,

his former ability to move easily between

various groups with differing living styles,

and the degree to which he livid anony-

mously in his country of origin are all

factors which, presumably, influence the

repercussion nnd assimilation of the afore-

said facts.

In spite of the considerable differences between

individuals, it is the tnsk of 3n investi-

gation such ns the one under consideration,

to expose the general characteristics of

the adaptntion process, and this unavoidably

brings with it abstraction and distancing

concerning the concrete reality of the

individuil. This should be kupt in mind

through-out the gonaral sketch of the

adoptation process given here.

Confrontation by the afore-mentioned facts

led, among other things, to a longing

for the fomilinr which hod been fled.

At the outset the correspondence with

relations and friends, who remained behind,

was intensive and owed its existence and

theme to home-sickness. The way of life and

circumstances which had been left behind

were idealized. The dark sides disappeared

into the background and the bright

sides were emphasized disproportionately

in the retrospective imagination end experience
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of the rafugae. Circumstances in the new

way of life, biased and gloomy when seen

in distress, acted as points of reference.

many toyed with the idea that they were

bock in their own fatherland; others

entortainod fancies about emigrating to other

places, since they felt they hid nothing to

loose and evirything to gain. This hovering

between escaping from and assenting to

the frustrating circumstances in which

they found themselves, brought many to

a renewed appreciation of their family as

the only centre in which the familiar cus-

toms, outlook and patterns of behaviour had

not been turned topsyturvy and in whichthe

sense of feeling at home was preserved. It

is proboblg thot this induced a number of

refugees to answer our question about the

gtrength of the bond within the family in

the affirmative and produced a shirp rise

in their need for 3 private dwelling.

Living in the boarding-house in no way quaran-

teed the freedom to remain undisturbed with

one's dear ones in the intimacy of the family,

with its firm social structure' The proximity

of fellow refugees; making do with a common

laundry; the little quarrels between the

children of different families; tie anything

but sound-proof wells between rooms and the

continual running across others on the stairs,

in the passage and elsewhere in the boarding-

house; all these increased considerably the

chances of conflict and tension and constantly

broke into the freedom and privacy of the family.

separate from other people.

It was especially the wife who seemed to suffer

from being cooped up in the same house with
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other women; this led not infrequently

to tensions and made her distracted and

despairing and induced her to lose her

faith in the temporariness of the given

situation completely.

meanwhile there was the growing realization

that neither contacts with people left behind

out there - by means of letters, for-

warded newspapersand wireless reports -

nor lingering fancies and idealization

of what had been abandoned could lead to

a real delivery from the distress of the

uprooting.

Some even deliberately put aside infor-

mition sent them from out there, since

they found it on obstacle to their adaptation

to the new circumstances, more important,

however, is the fact thot habituation to all

sorts of things was meanwhile progressing

rapidly and inevitably. Each and everyday the

refugee was confronted with the so-called

panoramic and vegetal-hedonistic facets of

the new environment. He walked through the

street between houses, shops and buildings;

he saw and heard the autochthons busy in

their occupations and he became subject to

the rules of the game of social relations.

He felt compelled to dress, eat and divide

his day according to the pattern of circum-

stances in which he Utnd himself placed. The

cold weather forced him to buy winter clothes

and the shops offered only 'autochthonoua'

clothing; the boarding house served meals dt

set hours three times a day and the food that

was served was of a certain kind cooked in a

certain way and not what one would have

prepared oneself given the opportunity. The
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household had to be kept going; much

had to be done - the washing, scrubbing and

ironing, the sewing, knitting and mending.

In short, the simple matter of living from

day to day with all that that involves, wos

forcing, the refuges inevitably to adjust

himself to the many circumstances in his new

environment; whether he was willing or not.

This necessity to adjust promoted in no

small mensure;

(a) the refugee's becoming accustomed to that

which hod initially been striking - on

account of the difference between 'there'

and 'here' - and which had at first been

rejected with emotion in aspirations and

judgments;

(b) the refugee's adoption of the autochthon's

daily practices.

Habituation to all sorts of things and adop-

tion of autochthonous patterns of conduct -

accomplished as it were automatically under

the pressure of circumstances in which life

was to continue -also promoted susceptibility

and attention to the positive values of

the new environment such as:

he assurance of a roof over one's head, of

food nnd heating each doy; of medical aid and

further support in cases of illness; and

assurance of opportunities for the children's

future; the assurance of being free ftm

persecution and oppression.

With the acquisition of a job and a

self-earned income, the social self of the pater

families underwent a considerable restoration.

His experience of having become independent

of begging through public aessistence commit-

tees and of once again being able to support
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his family himself, restored his self-

respect and faith in his own abilities.

Through having a job the refuges - if

he had been able to hold his own among his

colleagues,-- meanwhile went through the

process of conforming to the norms of

the group, with regard to the work itself)

the working speed, the boss, the firm, and

so on, so thnt he began to feel himself so-

cially involved in ind accepted by his wor-

king group and found in this a foundation for

the restitution of his social self.

This restitution progressed more easily in

proportion as;

his employement fitted the refugee's capn-

bilities better; the difference in social

status between present and post fields of ac-

tivity was smiller; the acquired income offered

eual or bettor material prosperity than did

the old income; the difference was smaller

between the refugee and his colleagues with

respect to the 'climate' of their views

and sense of values about various mitters

confronting them doily.

With the occupation of a 2 .ivate dwel 1ing the

refugee not only (a) casts anchor in his

second fntherland, but also - uninten-

tionally - assumes (b) a soil for new

aspirations, activities and cares.

This becomas clear when we examine

more closely a number of consequences, which

arise from living in a private dwelling.

sf.q(O) 1. The often very painful questions whether

to stny here or go elsewhere was resolved

by most of the refugees in favour of

staying.
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2. The refugee can be himself with his

family, since the necessity of conforming

to the ways and views of others - both

fellow refugees in the boarding house

and autochthons - can be reduced in

his own house to an independently

determined minimum.

3. The historically acquired style of li-

ving is never so"true to niture" as

when it is practised in a setting

where one may decide whit to dn and

what not to do according to one's own

ideas. One eats, drinks., amusesoneself,

busies oneself and goes around with

members of the family according to old

familiar ways.

4. Nowhere is one more at home than with

wife and children in one's'own house'.

Presuming the mirriage relationship

is normal, there is no better haven

for the frustrations one meets at sea

in the new surroundings than one's own

home.

ref.(b) 1. All manner of things were purchased on

removal to a private dwelling: fire-

place, stove, washing machine, lampshades,

floor covering, curtains, tables and

chairs, beds and bedding, pots and pans,

knives and forks, cups and plates.

Tools and materials - hammer, pair of

pincers, screwdriver and paint-brush,-

were bought and busily employed in odd

jobs about the house.

True enough, the refugees carted this end

the other from out there, but whet was

left behind in the abandoned country

far exceeded the few paltry poseseeion*

that hid been moved.
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The State made available a rent-

free loan that woe to be paid back over

a long period.

But the cost of the purchases not

infrequently exceededthis loan, so

that the refugee soon come into debt.

This happened all the more easily on

account of the phoney salesmen offering

vacuum-cleaners, stoves, radio and T.V.

sets to the unsuspecting refugee whom

they persuaded to sign a so-called 'on

approval, no obligations' form, which

turned out to be a burdensome purchasing

contract.

2. The acquisition of greater financial means

- the problem of how to improve one's

standard of living - becomes a pre-

ponderate trouble.

3. The housewife is expected all at once

to carry on the whole housekeeping alone

- shopping, cooking, washing dishes,

polishing, scrubbing, washing clothes,

mending, ironing and so on. If her

husband has a job outside the home,

she is on her own to do all the

household tasks, many of which she used

to be able to delegate to him.

After removal to a private dwelling attention

and action are completely concentrated on the

running of the household and on the furnishing

of the dwelling. The principal worries that

arise as a result ares how is the household

to be run and how is more money to be earned?

In accordance as the orgenisetion of the

housekeeping adopts more tangible forms and

follows more routine activity patterne, thi
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experience of the outochthon's othernees

comas anew into full relief. The for-

eigner felt himself sooner regarded as a

curiosity than met on an equal footing with

other outochthons. The initially rare and

inuidental contact with neighbours

come into being through the milkman and green-

grocer on their rounds or through children play-

ing together or quarrelling - was usually

seen by the refugee as the result of

inquistiveness on the part of the outochthon.

Only if his approach wns experienced as clearly

being affectionata - .s, for example, in the

case of receiving help or a present unasked

was the wny for further contact opened.

The common.lanU 22e of foreigner and autochthon

undoubtedly acted in this as a favourable ele-

ment. On the other hand, a serious hindrance

in the continuation of contact was the

collective inferiority feeling towards the

Dutch, which our refugees hnd brought with

them from their country of origin. It became

the spotlight with which the refugee coloured

all the perceived differences between himself

and the outochthon; a colouring view which

remained with those who had already maintained

'personol contact' with a Dutch family for

a yonr and longer. It is not, therefore, sur-

prising thit, three years after his arrival,

the refugee could say he had become accustomed

to many things and felt fairly well aý. ease

in his new situation, while denying that he

:Y_ felt at home in the Netherlands. Within the

S- .four walls of his privots dwelling he felt

at home; outside, not at all.

That the collective inforiority feeling was a

Sr:#t*XdAiM factor in the acculturation of *".
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refugeseseems very probable. The will to

adapt - present in most of the refugees

-- did not remove this retardation. It

strengthened rather than weakened the ambivalence

of.their existence. This fact was noticeable

in, for instance, their simultaneous praise

and censure of the manners so rapidly

adopted from Dutch children by their own.

The duration of such 3 collective inferiority

feeling is impossible to predict. In the

case of the refugees of this study it would not be

too venturesome to say that the feeling of

inferiority will stay with them for life;

especially since it was, in the refugee's

view, coupled to an undeniable difference

betwsen himself and the autochthon, namely

a difference in pigmentation.

On the basis of data which were collected

in this investigation, we have already

in former pages made the distinctions

within the concept 'adaptation', of

three components, viz.,habituation,

assimilntion and acculturation. We have

now endeavoured to illustrate the process

of adaptation in our refugees as a function

of the length of their stay, by expressing

it in terms of these three components.

Diagram 32 gives the resutof this un-

orthodox procedure.

The high horizontal line represents the

basic constituents - in the perceptive,

behavioral and evaluative spheres-

which share in the ordering and regulation

of the weryday life of that autochthon

who well in due course, be most closely

approached by the refugee on account of

common profession, social status, gsnoavl

educotion end walk of lite.

(Diagram 32)
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3.3 FACTORS PROffMOTING OR HINDERING ADAPTATION

Where the factors which promote or hinder adap-

tation by the refugee are concerned, the investi-

gation here reported allows the expression of sup-

positions only.

That these factors lo not allow the straightfor-

ward drawing of conclusions is due to the complex-

ity of the process of adaptation and to the

vliewpoint from which this process was approached

methodologically. A descriptive study - as

ours is - of the way in which the foreigner ex-

periences and evaluates his new environment

makes such strict deduction impossible. One

should therefore not be misled by the perhaps

too positive-sounding formulation of those

factors.

A. The individual personality of the immigrant

is a 'factor' which is mentioned in almost every

adaptation study. In spite of the fact that our

investigation produced no concrete results

about this, it seems open to no doubt that the

disposition of the immigrant - i.e. his psycho-

physical equipment and his individual history -

contains a collection of variables which are co-

determinate for the way in which his adaptation

to the new milieu proceeds.

Which in fact these variables are is a question

to which we shall not venture to answer. As

examples of possible variables, the following

may be nameds

- emotional stability (in H.J.Eysenck'e operotionali-

sation);

- infectious sensitiveness for negative attitudes;

mental rigidity;

- sociability (in W.C.Schutz's operationolisation);

introversion - extroversion (in H.J.Eyesnck's

operatione].ieation)l



-clannishness;

-age, sex;

etc.

Only systematic investigotion is which such-like

varinbles ore mensured mnd f-ctor-annlytically

ordered, cin leid to n better founded insight

into personility factors which in fact play a

port in the idaptation of the foreigner .

B. The~bosi_•son of the immigrant. By

this is meant the deposit in each separate for-

eigner of the culture in which he lived before

his removnl elsewhere. Culture in the sense

used here - that of Kardiner - refers to the

whole pattern of institutions, where 'institu-

tions' is defined as "any fixed mode of

thought or behavior held by a group of in-

dividuals (i.e., n society) which can be com-

municnted, which enjoys common acceptance, and

infringement of, or deviation from which creates

some disturbance in the individual or in the

group".*

This definition of bnsic personality admits of

the statement that the immigrant carries his

culture with him to his new fatherland.

Concerning the basic personality, some facts

have emerged out of our investigation as a

result of the placing of the same 'filter'

four times in succession at the junction

between that which the refugee brought with him

from out there and that which he met with here in

the forms. of common patterns of evaluation, outlook

and perception, and inw ays of behaving. That

filter was, as we know, the methodologically used

there-here comparison within on identical series

of conversation topics.

* Kardiner, A. The individual and his 2cietyv.
New Yorks Columbia Univ.Prs.. 19g3g. (afp.?).
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By this means, the refugee was induced to

state his experiences and observations., The

following factors or dimensions in which

foreigner and autochthon differ would appear

to exert an influence on the progress of

adapt3tion to the new environments

-the way in which the day is lived through in

exertion, relaxation, pleasures and amusements;

.the way of behaving towards an other (equal, superior,

inferior, opposite.sex, children);

.the evaluation of people, circumstances, events

and objects;

.how favourobly the foreigner generally evaluates

the nutochthon and how favourably he believes he

is judged by the autochthon;

-the outwardly perceptible chnracteristics which

show that foreigner and outochthon differ from

each other (e.g. pigmentation of skin, difference

of language, differences in intonation, articu-

lotion and sentence construction).

With reference to these variables it may be

assumed that adaptation to a new environment

becomes more difficult nst

(a) the number of variables, in which the

refugee experiences a difference between

himself and the autochthon increases;

(b) the sizo of the difference expmrienced

by the refugee in a variable increases.

It would seem impossible to forward any

supposition concerning the relative impor-

tance of each of the five variables.

C. La~ua M2in ommo with the autochthon isC. La q ! ! - -- --- -- -

most probably a factor of the greatest importance

in the promotion of adaptation, especially as a

function of the social communicative facets of

the new milieu.

The refugees of our investigation hed. the greet

Aldvantage 07 a Iiguege in common with thei
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autochthon. In their manner of speaking the

Dutch language, however, they varied noticeably

in their articulation and, intonation.

D. The simple-necessity that life for himeelf

andhisfamilyhas to goon, forces the foreigener

inescapably to accept many conditions of life.

Rejection of these conditions merely leads to a

decrease of the pliability in his existence.

They thus determine to a high degree the ad-

justment to autochthonous patterns of conduct.

The cold weather, for example, thus compels the

donning of coat ind scarf when going out and the

scarcity and expense of servants constrains the

refugeeto fulfil all household tasks alone and

to let the children go unaccompanied to school.

E. Rlerbershie-in~a_9roup of 2eple with corres-

pondd2 e22ings in the spheres of religion, philo-

sophy of life, politics, interests, evaluation

patterns, etc., would enhance adaptation; lack

of membership in such a group would retard it.

F. The possession or not of a family. Granting

that a good relationship exists between husband

and wife, and between them and their children,

the possession of a family to which one returns daily

would act as a queller of frustrations which are

sustained in the new environment beyond the home

and would thus ease adaptation. In order to act

with this quality, it is important thato

(a) the children are still of such a tender age

that they accept the authority and guidance of

their parents. (See in connection with this the

more rapid adaption in children than in their

parents);

(b) the pOivscy of tho family is not interfered

with# (In the boarding house this privacy was often

not guaranteed in contrast to the private dwelling)*
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G. Thefelinin the opinion

of others - both in the neighbourhood of one's

dwelling and in the surroundings at work -

would enhance adaptation; and vice verse.

H. H.ving.!_ob, so that one was able to keep

oneself and one's family helped to overcome a

feeling of being useless and reliant on charity,

which was fatnl for self respect and faith in one's

abilities.

I. The level it which the immirant believes the

autochthon-j -e im. The lower this level

is, the more retarded will be adaptation; end

vice versai

J. The l1evel at -whic h the immigr-ant -o vluatus -the

6utochthon. The lower this level is, the more

retarded will be adaptation; and vice versa.*

K. The dwelling together of people who hld

suffered the some fete appears to retard rather then

further their adaptntion to the new way of life.

This is true not merely because proximity would

cultivate group forming and so increase the

possibility that a so-called 'Fremdk5rper'

(foreign body) would come into being within

the autochthonous society; but also because:

(a) the immigrant is given the opportunity to

live his life - tensed between the styles of

living out there and here - in an ambiguous

or ambivalent way;

(b) the immigrant is less compelled to make con-

tact with the autochthon;

(c) old attitudes, ways of living and habits may

be more easily maintained;

(d) information about the host country and its

inhabitants is passed on and is more easily

coloured throughcomman prejudices;

rvoqtig for 3 to be inserted.
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(e) the communicative patterns are thrust upon one

through proximity rather than allowed to develop

through choice based on affection.

L. Since children provide a good occasion towards

contact, tbeEoss2ssion to children constitutes

a favourable condition for the development of

communication between foreigner and cutochthon

on condition thrt both parties do not adopt an

attitude rejecting mutual contact.

Mf. The achievement of' a hi qher standard of' livinq

than acquired out there - or, within the circle

of experiences, a higher standard of living which

is in view - almost certainly increases the for-

signer's capacity to swallow obstacles in the

road towards ndnptation.

N. The possibility of practising the hobbies,

forms of sport, games and recreation, which sbiti"hose

indulged in in the old daysan' answoring a :c.orres-

pending pattern of needs, would seem to in-

crease the charce of being adapted.

In order to predict from focts how adaptation

of a group of potential immigrants to a new

environment will proceed, and in order to be

able to give a ladto adaptation in practice,

it will 4e necessary that the variables listed

above as well as the criteria for being adapted

- as discussed forthwith - be operationalized

metrically and put into factor analytical order, so

that their actual relationships may be deter-

mined exactly that is, in correlational terms.

IN.B. *) To be inserted on page 118

J The level at which the autochthon evaluates

the •kinimrint.The lower this level is, the more

retarded will be adaptation; and vice ver4e
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3.4 THE CRITERIA FOR BEING ADAPTED

Adaptation to a now milieu presumably begins the

very moment a foreigner sets foot in the new

country, and the entire process may roquirO

longer or shorter period to be completed.

Being adapted, howavar, is not only a question

of extent of adaptition, but alsoofitsmodolity,

as should have hoen 3pparent from the distinc-

tions made between perceptive, behavioural and

evaluative adnptation, or from the distinctions

parallel to those, between habituotion, assimi-

lation and ncculturition.

Quantitatively it is possible to say of i for-

eigner that he is more or less accustomed to
the perceptive facets of his environment; that

in his behiviourhe shows o higher or lesser

degree of similarity to the outochthon's common

pattern of octivities; that is his evaluating,

he has to a graoter or smaller extent adopted

the common potterns of oviluotion of the outochthons

amongst whom hu moves. By these different modalities

of adaptation is thus implied differences in

depth of involvement and integration in the new

milieu. The foreigner who his become completely

hibitustodto the so-callod panoramic fncets of

his second fatherland and who lives according,

to the common patterns of behaviour of the au-

tcchthons he moves amongst, but who has not

yet adopted their common evaluation systems,

is 'less' adapted than he who has incorporated

these as well. Comformity of behaviour does not
in fact necessarily imply congruity with the

common evaluation systems of the autochthons, even

if it will undoubtly promote their absorption.

Herein lies Just one of the reasons which makes

so difficult the formulation of clear-cut

criteria for being adapted.
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Many speculations have already been made about

the determinants of the process of adaptation and

concerning the criteria for boing adapted in

studies devoted to this extremely complicated

ond evasive phenomenon of ndaptntion. Our

empiricol inwestigntion was, however, designed

with the express purpose, among other things, of

tracing reel end recordable critoria to doter-

mine the degrue of idaptation, Which, therý

ire these criterin?

Foreigners are 'odapted':

1. if, to the initially posed questions concerning

'the mest striking', 'the most missed' and the

'grentest worry', they no longer react in the

terms of

(a) themes 2 and 5, the pnnoramic focets of

the environment ('habituation');

(b) theme 3, the freedom to do or leave undone

('oassimilotion')

(c) theme 7, contact with others ('acculturntion');

2. if they do not diverge significantly from a group

of autochthons, who correspond (to themselves)

in matters of function, social stntus nnd walk

of life, in the following ev3luation dimen-

sionst

- the mentality of the nutochthon;

- the hospitality of the 3utochthon;

- the treatment in shops;

- the relations between the autochthon and his

children;

- the ways and manners of the autochthonous

children;

3. if their average evaluation of daily work,

of the goodfellowship in the working group,

and of the supervisor does not deviate signi-

ficantly from that of the eutochthonous coeli-

guesl
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4. if they no longer experience any difference(s) bet-

seen thcrown behaviour and that of the aut-

ochthons with whom they are mcquointed;

5. if they react in n clearly affirmative manner

to the questiont "Do you feel )t home here

(in this country)?"

6. if thIno longer spontaneously get round to

comparing 'here' with 'there';

7. if they discard intimate patterns of action,

which could be easily maintained in the new

country since neither material nor social

conditions prevent their continuance (e.g.

the practice of going to sleep with a bolster

or the use of a bottle of water instead of

toilet roll).

Concerning the rolitive importance of these

criteria in determining the degree of adnpta-

tion in a group of foreigners, it only remains

to say the following;

- the order in importance of the criteria l, lb

and Ic are indicated by their alphabetical order;

- the internal weight of criterium 2 is a function

of the distance between the average evaluation

of the group of foreigners and a corresponding

group of autochthons respectively for the five

dimensions listed; the relative importance of

these dimensions follows, as one would expect,

the order in which they are given, the first

dimension being the most important.

- to the internal weight of criterium 3 the same

applies as hoe been said for criterium 2.

The degree of adaptation of any one foreigner

may be determined analogously, where the criteria

Ia, 1b, 1c, 2 and 3 are concerned. This on the

understanding that, with respect to criteris

2 and 3,. a distance - in sigma units betwee
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the evaluation of the foreigner and the average

evaluation of a group of corresponding outochthons,

is token as the moisure for the degree of adep-

tntion etft foreigner. The smaller this distance

is, the more adopted the individual will be,

at lost in terms of the given criterium.
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